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Every treaty is holy, but no treaty is eternal—Ramsay MacDonald. 
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M » FIVE JUNIORS TO COMPETE 
IN JUNIOR EXHIBITION NEXT 
WEEK IN LITTLE THEATRE 
High Ranking Student* 
Not  Failures 
Brigand* In 
5th Ave. Mansions 
Appiau Way 
Finish"d After 2200 Years 
Harvard And Army 
Meet In A Brain Contest 
Lippman Thinks 
Dictators To Go 
Prizes Of $45 And $30 
Offered In Annual 
Contest 
STUDENT BODY AND 
PUBLIC INVITED 
Europe  Has More 
Fight ers Than In '14 
Chicago Teachi rs 
Paid At Last 
Pitterman, Helen Goodwin, 
Loomer, Seamon, and 
Stetson Entered 
D 
THOMAS    MUSGRAVE 3«4 
R. II.  Y.  Benedict, president of 
The Junior exhibition will take 
place on May 31. at 8 P. M. in the 
Little Theatre. The contestants are 
Robert Fitterman, Helen Goodwin, 
Bernard Loomer, Theodore Seamon, 
and Richard Stetson. There are 
first and second prizes of forty-five 
and  thirty dollars respectively. 
This     public     speaking     contest, 
the  University     of  Texas,     at-  which is open to all members of the 
tacks    the    widespread     belief  junior class,  consists of an  original, 
are  im-  oratorical  topic  of  about  one thous- 
and   words.   The  choice  of   topic   !s 
not   predetermined,   each   competitor 
choosing   his   own.     Generally   they 
deal with problems of general social 
or  student   improvement.   Each  year 
the students  have  taken  active  par- 
ticipation   in  this contest,    and  the 
competition  has  heen   very  keen. 
College  Tradition 
This  event  has been  a traditional 
"that  high  rank     scholars 
practical and theoretical." 
"There are plenty of facts to 
justify such opinions," he admits, 
but it is true, he adds, "that such a 
graduate has been under at least 20 
teachers, who have marked him 
with reference to ability and in- 
dustry, not unmindful of his charac- 
ter. Their observations make a pretty 
accurate prophecy how the business 
DEBATERS PRESENT 
QUIMBY BRUSH SET 
Members of the Bates varsity 
cl' ! :ii;r; -.quail, champions of 
the Kastern Intercollegiate 
League, met in the debating 
room Tuesday afternoon, and 
presented their coach, Prof. 
Brooks Quimby, with a military 
brush set. Frank Murray, presi- 
dent of the debating council, 
made the presentation in be- 
halr of the  squad. 
The meeting Tuesday was 
the linal session of the group 
this year. Lionel Leniieux is the 
only senior on the squad, and 
heiice the only varsity debater 
Who will be lost to the college 
through graduation. Powers 
McLean   "*•"»,   another  prominent 
member of the squad, plans to 
transfer to Harvard next fall, 
and thus also will be missing 
when Prof. Quimby meets the 
squad for the first thno next 
year. 
Prof* Bertocci Proves Flop As 
Flapjack Artist On Canoe Trip 
By HAROLD  BAILKY creation:  landed     half  on  and     half 
Six   students   and   one     professor off.   However,   his  second   'jack   rose 
had a damp but enjoyable canoe trip with  much  form  into  the air.  did  a 
on   the  Sato  River     last  week  end. four  and  a  half     turn     somersault. 
May   20-21. They  were    Prof.  Ber- and landed in the same position as 
tocci    Edwin  Decatur '34, Leno Len- its takeoff, 
zi   '3-5    Russ  Hager   '34,  Carl  Milli- Water  Fight 
kin   '34    Fred  Smyth   '36,  and   Paul Continuing on down  the river US 
Chase  '30 party  shot  some  rapids,   and  a  few 
The  partv left  Fryeburg  in  three miles farther the  first  accident  hap- 
cauoes   al: d   camped     overnight   in pened   when     Ed  Decatur     splashed 
tlie  rain     about   two     miles     down Prof.   Bertocci.     Ed  received 
BETTER RELATIONSHIPS ON 
CAMPUS IS AIM; STUDENTS IN 
QUESTIONNAIRE FAVOR PLAN 
"Y" DISTRIBUTES 
REBATES OF FEES 
river. In order to complete their 
schedule on time, the party started 
out Sunday morning at 6:00 A. M. 
and  paddled  until     8:00  A.  M.     at 
turn splash and the battle was on. j 
Truce in this canoe was signed af ter ; 
twenty minutes of fierce battling.. 
with   the  canoe  half  full     of  water | uai s uu uu i"e «»i.«e ■—— —•• — ---- 
which time they had all worked up and everybody soaked to the skin 
a sufficient appetite for breakfast. Resuming   its   journey,   the  part}- 
At this time evervbody had their landed on the Rrjfburg sbore of 
ambitions realized and were given a Lowell Lake and completed the Inn 
chance to ""op flapjacks." Prof, at noon. During the trip two liund- 
Bertocci. who last year had done red feet of moving picture film was 
graduate work with this delicate taken to be used as future proof to 
art at Mt Washington, failed to show that the party consisted of ex- 
produce the desired effects. His first  pert car.oers and campers. 
world will rate him later." 
THE Boston Globe quotes a 
speech made in the House by 
James M. Beck, one of our 
foremost constitutional lawyers and 
an author of textbooks. 
He said. "From what I have seen 
of corporate business, I believe that 
if we had prosecuting lawyers and 
judges who would speed the trial of 
criminal cases, and as a result, if 
more brigand millionaires were in 
Jail rather in palatial homes on 5th 
Avenue, we would need little of this 
lactebUion." 
THE Appian Way. whos; remark- 
able stage of preservation is 
admired by every beginner of 
Latin, has not. contrary to the com- 
mon assumption, been completed un- 
til very recently. 
TlH' "Queen of highways" and "the 
road of roads" was started 2200 
years ago. but the swampy section 
between Rome and Brindisi passing 
over the River Gariglia.no defied the 
Roman  engineers. 
The suspension bridge erected 100 
years ago proving a failure, it was 
left to the Fasciti to finish the job 
with, a triple span bridga worth 
$100*000. 
T»l 
r 
V HE world will be watching with 
more eagerness than usual June 
the result of a unique con- 
test now in progress between West 
•Point and Harvard. These two al- 
ready prominent athletic rivals are 
engaged in a fierce mathematics con- 
test. 'Extending for days, the Cadets 
and John Harvards. used to line 
plunges and tackle play, will vie 
with just plain, solid obstacles like 
analytical geometry and calculus. 
From the ten best answers of each 
side, Prof. Arnold Dresden of 
Swarthmore, the .rt feree, will select 
the winner. 
FREE peoples of the world, ac- 
cording to Walter Lippman. 
editorial writer, will be found 
stronger than dictatorships in over- 
coming the misery and disorders of 
the world crisis, speaking before the 
Associated Harvard Crabs last week. 
"I do not know." he said, "whether 
the results of recent national devel- 
opments, admittedly a break with 
our philosophy of the past, repre- 
sents a permanent change of social 
direction or emergency control such 
as in war. . ." 
CLAlIiMINC that there are a mil- 
lion more men in arms in Eu- 
rope now than in 1914 and "that 
the drift has been distinctly toward 
war," Senator Borah said last week 
"that the Versailles treaty is the real 
obstacle in the way of disarmament 
and economic conferences. 
"Why is it," he asked, "all Nations 
are preparing for war, while pro- 
fessing peace. He recalled a remark 
made by Clemenceau, who. in f>8n,n.s 
that treaty for France, said: "This is 
a continuation of the war." 
EVIDENTLY a certain degree of 
coercion is profitable. Chicago a 
school teachers after conducting 
a series of demonstrations have suc- 
ceeded in persuading the bankers to 
advance enough money so that the 
teachers have been given last Sep- 
tember's wages. They are promised 
a total of half their back pay, but 
so panic-stricken are the financial 
moguls that they have served notice 
that no money will be available in 
the  event  of  more  parades. 
part of the college activity, having 
taken place annually since the 
founding of the college. In former 
times it was a regular feature of 
the commencement-week program. 
That was before the days of movies 
and other forms of entertainment, 
and these contests were well at- 
tended. Now the contest comes as a 
pan of the Junior Class activities 
associated with Ivy Day. The au- 
dience that once packed the Chapel 
(now the Little Theatre) has dwin- 
dled to some seventy-five or eighty 
people. The quality of the compe- 
tition has maintained its former 
high standard, however, and is well 
worth  attending. 
Some of the topics for discussion 
are "The Broadening Universe" by 
Bernard Loomer, and "Is Marriage 
a Sacrament, Romance, or Home 
Partnership" by Helen Goodwin. 
The selection of a committee for 
final arrangements is still pending. 
Upon the action of this committee 
rests the selection of a chairman 
ard judges. The judges are usually 
local people of prominence The 
general public as well as the stu- 
dent body is invited to attend. 
■Bolshevism In 
Russia Promised 
Most—Plotica 
Spofford Club 
Hears Lecture by 
Inge Von Midler 
Appreciation Of Shake- 
speare In Germany 
Is Discussed 
BATES ORGANIZATIONS AID 
IN SWELLING RELIEF FUND 
Nearly $400  Realized  From  Contributions  On 
Campus—Volunteers Aid Red Cross At 
Fire—Poverty Meals Sunday 
Ml—bars of the Young Men's 
Christian Association went to 
work Monday refunding me.u- 
bcrship fees to the m< a who 
had said during the teat BB* 
mister that they did n-t BBW 
to belong to the orgaiii/.ition. 
The fees were eoUectr 1 from 
all men as a part of th • i 'gular 
term bill*. However, the »• M. 
C. A. fe<ls that any students 
who do not rare to belong to 
the association should not bo 
forced into membership, lionet-, 
the Y instituted the plan last 
fall of allowing men to with- 
draw from the group, and those 
men who do not wish to be 
members of the association are ■mid hack W4» «»<h semester. 
Members of the-. Y. M. « . A. 
cabinet aro in charge of the 
distribution of the refunded 
fees. ^^____ 
Editorial  In  Issue  To- 
day Outlines Possi- 
ble Plan 
^COEDUCATIONAL 
DINING NOT NEW 
By  DAMON  STETSON 
Chapel   Speaker    Tells 
Of Propaganda Used 
By Communists 
In Chapel on Monday morning 
George Plotica. a (Russian who is a 
member of the Bates undergraduate 
bodv. spoke in regard to Russia. Tie 
called attention to the fact that 
people in general know leas about 
Russia than one would think since 
Russia occuphs one-sixth of the 
globe But many of the theories 
that are circulating are false or 
exaggerated and give a warped idea 
of the country. So it is with the 
stories about iRasputin as chronicled 
in the book by that name. Mr. Ploti- 
ca besought ue to view the move 
with sympathy and not be too ha** 
in judging the conditions which it 
portrays. 
Causes Of Revolution 
He pointed out that some of the 
hasic causes of the Russian revolu- 
tion were the difficulties of dealing 
with the 105 nationalities of Russia, 
MS demoralizing effect of the World 
War railroad strikes, the shortage of 
food' among the poorer classes, and 
a widespread desire for different 
state of affairs. 
Speaking in regard to Bolshevism, 
he stated that it spread rapidly be- 
cause it promised the most The 
landowners were afraid that the 
restoration of the monarchy would 
have taken their land from 
This fact was    not true 
At the last regular meeting this 
year of the Spofford Club, last Wed- 
nesday night, the memb n; elected 
fifteen undergraduates to enter the 
Club next fall. Seven boys and eight 
girl? were voted admittance. Th 
Clu-b" also selected Prof. Berkelman 
to act an its adviser for the coming 
year. Richard Tuttle '33 gave a re- 
port for a pin committee and a 
permanent charm design was decided 
upon After the regular business 
meeting. Inge Von Muller gav- a 
talk upon the appreciation of Shake- 
speare in Germany. 
In her lecture. Miss Von Muller 
pointed out that the Germans seem 
to appreciate Shakespeare more than 
do the English. She believed that this 
was because of a certain affinity 
between the nature of Shakespeare 
and the German people. To bring 
this out. Miss Von Muller traced the 
dev.lopment of the German spirit 
from the 1600's and showed how 
different phases of the Shakespearean 
plays appealed to the people as they 
went through the "baroqu " age, 
the period of rationalism, and the 
age of romanticism. This last period 
found the best appreciation of the 
dramatic elements in the plays, be- 
cause the truly German spirit is 
romantic and adventurous. The talk 
was concluded by examples of the 
direct way in which Shakespearean ! 
characters and passag s influenced! 
German  authors and  musicians. 
Manifesting material generosity ■is well as spiritual sympathy. Bates 
students and faculty during the 
past week have cooperated liberally 
to swell by nearly $400 the relief 
l'und for the sufferers in the disas- 
trous Auburn fire. Lead by the Stu- 
dent Council and the Y. If. C. A., 
organization after organization has 
ndded to the sum contributed by in- 
dividuals. 
Give   t"p   Sunday   Meal 
In   a   chapel   offering   last     week. 
$70   was  raised.  The  faculty  contn-  . 
bution   amounted   to   approximately I tribution   of   food 
1125.   Last   Sunday   both     the   men   the   unfortunates. 
eating  at  the     Commons     in     John 
Bertram   III..-.   and   the  women   eat- 
ing  at   Rand     Hall  gave     up     their 
usual Sundav meal in order that the 
morey  be  turned  over  to  the  fund. 
The   proceeds   from   the   regular   Y. 
M. C. A. dancs on Saturday    night 
were also given over    to the cause; 
Council, the Student Government, 
the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A., 
and   the  4A   Players. 
Yoluntocrs Aid 
Moreover, aside from the merce- 
nary help, much volunteer aid was 
given during the fire and through- 
out the past week by students. Dur- 
ing the fire itself, many students 
labored with the firemen in the 
threatened area, rescuing furniture, 
caring for the injured, helping the 
Red Cross, and offering their ser- 
vices wherever needed. This past 
week several students lead by Dr. 
Sawver have beer: aiding in the dis- 
"   and   clothing     to 
A list of the contributions (as 
nearly as can bo estimated)  follows: 
Chapel contribution. $70; Facul- 
ty appropriation. $125: Student 
Council $10: Student Government. 
$10; Y." W. C. A.. $10; Y. M. C. A.. 
$10; Saturday Night Dance, $25; 
Rand   Dining   Hall.   $3.'>:   Commons, 
likewise,  the gate'receipt from  the $:!5:   Miscellaneous     (iMMblMPTO- 
basebaU   game   with     Bowdoln     on ceeda from game, an    0°f%r^on,rl- Saturdav   afternoon.   Other   oreaniza- butions),   $40,   a   total   OI*JJU. 
lions   contributing   were   the  Student butions).   $40;   total:   $.t.Q. 
Arg. Classes to 
Try New "Clash 
!    Debate" Thurs. 
Advertising-     Manager' New   Style   Eliminates 
Charles Povey 
Is New Leader 
Bates Band 
The new members of the Spofford 
Club are as follow.!: Juniors—Na- 
than Milbury. Norman DeMarco, Eli- 
zabeth Saunders: Sophomores—Glid- 
den Parker. Dorothy Kimball; Fresh- 
Of Student Succeeds 
Fred Donald 
Charles Povey '34 is to be the 
now band leader, succeeding Fred 
Donald. Povey has been playing in 
the band since his freshman year, 
and for these three years he has 
been solo trumpeter. Last year he 
was a member of the trumpet quar- 
tet and he plays in the little sym- 
phony. At present he is a member of 
the orphic society. He is a popular 
man- on campus and is prominent  in 
me„__Robert Johnson. Nils Lennart- other outside activities. Last April 
son. Ow.ii Dodson, Roger Fredland. with the advent of the Student Staff 
Priscilla Heath, Jean Warring. Flora Povey assumed the duties or Adver- 
MtLean, Eleanor Wilson, Betty Wins- Using Manager. He is also active in 
ton. Phyllis Pond. dramatic activities. _—— 
Many Objections To 
Present System 
Outing Club Arranges Deep Sea 
Fishing Trip For Memorial Day 
Bates' Ontin« Club has set aside Tuesday, May 30, Memorial Day. 
for two deep sea fishinjr projects on Casco Bay. One party will be for 
the men and the other for the women. It is expected that ->0 men and 
25 women will try their luck with the finny tribe. 
Special buses will leave the 
campus for Portland at six o'clock 
Tuesday morning. At Portland two 
Sfthins   boats   will   take   the   groups 
won the prize for the    largest fish 
caught. 
Faculty   On   Trip 
For several years deep sea fishing 
trips have  been  regular features  on "i"*     II IPS     111:'1       uccu     »^o~-™—     -iw,---™
about   15   miles   out   to   sea   to   the J the  Outing  Club  program.^ Many  of 
fishing   grounds.   This   is   the   sama 
Vicinity     where  the     Bates     parties 
pold intended for export has been 
halted with the polite request to 
"See America first." —Cincinnati 
Times Star. 
fished last year. 
Lunch On Boat 
Fish  caught  there    will  be    rock 
but  it did  cod   and   mackerel,   and   will   range 
make good Bolshevistic propaganda.' from seven to 15 pounds or more, ake gooo*        ^.^ ^^ , ^^   seryed on tfce bQat tQ those 
He explained that the "whiUs" who are able to take nourishment, 
were nart of an army of ex-officers of will corsist of sandwiches coffee, 
the'imperial army who united to and fresh fish chowder (if any fish 
^nroart  communism,  which  was sup- are  caught). 
nosed to centralize industry, to Last year two large parties of 5 
Size viUage. But this was hard students in all went on similar 
becaus'   the  peasants were    enemie* trips.  Many of the students who en- 
n
°.VflTnndr  the  czar    out     were faring  are   making     all     arrange- 
eatisfled   und.r  '*%« ;  DUt     '"*      moots for the excursion this year 
slow to adopt the difficult    commu tn6 
nistic collective farming. 
An entirely new style of debate, 
ki.own as the "Clash Debate", is to 
be tried at Bates this week by mem- 
bers of the Argumentation classes. 
On Thursday evening the members 
of the argumentation classes, the 
members of the Debating Council, 
and all those interested in wit- 
nessing this new form of forensic 
activity are asked to meet in the 
Little Theater at 7:00 P. M. In this 
debate the audierce will act in con- 
cert with Mr. Quimby in judging 
the winners. 
The elash debate, which comes 
from the experience of some of the 
southern colleges, is an innovation 
in competitive debating. It is design- 
ed to eliminate many of the evils of 
present debating and to bring the 
competing members in closer clash 
on the issues of any particular sub- 
ject. Each team is composed of 
three members and is allowed five 
minutes at the opening of the de- 
bate to outline the subject, define 
the terms, and lay down the issues. 
From this opening discussion the 
points of difference or clash are de- 
termined, and upon these points the 
debate proceeds. A member of the 
affirmative team is then allowed 
three minutes to initiate a "clash . 
The first negative is then given two 
minutes to reply. This reply must 
be directly on the measure introduc- 
ed for. if it fails to meet the issue, 
that side loses a point. Each side is 
allowed  two  minutes  alternately  on 
Faculty Athletic 
Committee Meets 
On Tennis To-day 
Lombardi To Represent 
Student Body  In 
Discussion 
M mbers of The" Bates faculty, in 
geasioa last Thursday, decided to re- 
fer the matter of Sun.lay team- to 
the committee on athletic.;, and this 
latter group will meet today to con- 
sider the proposition. Julius Lombar- 
di will repr sent the students at the 
meeting. i i.ii.'Nil Discussion 
Professors Oliver F. Cutts. George 
E. Uamsdell. Fred E. Pomeroy. and 
B. R. N. Gould, and Bursar Norman 
Ross form the faculty committee oil 
athletics. It is th:.- group of five 
which will officially consider the 
student p'tition which has been 
prci-e'nted to the faculty. 
Lombardi was selected by a repre- 
sentative group of students to head 
the delegation working for tennis on 
Sunday. H    worked with representa- 
tives    from    the     Y. M. C.  A.,    the 
Women's Athletic    Association,    the 
Hen's A ' '•  tic Association, the fresh- 
man, junior, and senior classes, and 
various other organizations. 
Every  Student   Agrees 
Thes         representatives,       among] 
whom  were students     prominent  in 
many  campus'activities,  formulated, 
the petition which  the committee on I 
athletics   has   been   selected   to   dis-l 
cuss. As th    leader of this prominent; 
group of students. Lombardi is to go| 
before the    committee and     present| 
what is believed to be the viewpoint j 
of  practically  every     Bates student.' 
Robert  Butler.  Theodore Seamon.; 
Patricia     Abbott,     Versa     Bracken, i 
Frank Murray, and Milton Lindholm 
are among    those who    signed    the 
petition which    is being    considered 
today. Thomas Musgrave. as editor of 
the <Bates Student, initiated the move 
and  has  co-operated  with  the  com- 
mittee  headed   by  Lombardi   in  en- 
dorsing the plan to have Sunday ten- 
nis on Garcelon Field.  
Evening .Meal Is  Probably 
Most Adaptable To 
Proposition 
'Co-educational dining—a favorite 
theme for discussion on the Bates 
campus and a common occurrence 
en many college campuses—is fav- 
ored by the Bates Student as an ex- 
cellent way to bring about better 
relationships between the men and 
women  of  the college. 
An editorial, appearing in this 
issue, suggests that a group of rep- 
resentative students should meet 
with President Clifton D. Gray, As- 
sistant to the President Harry 
Rowe, and Bursar Norman Ross, to 
discuss the project. Many students 
have stated that they favor co-edu- 
cational dining. 
Many Favor Plan 
The opinion of the students in re- 
gard to this much discussed subject 
was tested in a questionnaire recent- 
ly circulated among a large percent- 
age of the men and women on cam- 
pus. A majority of those answering 
the questionaire stated that they 
favored having the groups from the 
opposite sides of the campus dine 
together to a certain extent, and al- 
though there was some difference 
of opinion as to the extent that co- 
educational dining should be car- 
ried, it seems that a very large num- 
ber favor the plan  to some degree. 
Co-educational dining is not new 
to the Bates campus. It has been 
tried before, but not within the 
memory of the undergraduates now 
in college. However, the "'en and 
women do eat together in a large 
number of co-educational Institu- 
tions in the United States. 
No Added Ex|tense 
The Student believes that the 
present arrangement of Fiske Din- 
ing Hall, where the women have 
their meals, and the Commons in 
John Bertram Hall, men's dining 
hall, makes the project especially 
feasible. Both dining halls are easi- 
ly accessible to all of the dowiiito- 
ries .and the Commons was re-ar- 
ranged last summer so that it com- 
pares favorably with Fiske Hall, lo- 
cated  in   Rand. 
The project can be inaugurated 
without added expense. Previous at- 
tempts to have co-educational din- 
ing at Bates have not beep, entirely 
successful, but the Student believes 
tr"> present situation is more favor- 
able than formerly to the adoption 
of the project. 
The Sudent points out in the edi- 
torial in this issue that the evening 
meal would probably he the most 
adaptable to the project. 
Good Time For Change 
It i.i believed that this is an ex- 
cellent time of the coll'ge year to 
dUeiini the proposition of mixed 
dining. If the faculty members 
should decide to give some phase of 
this plan a trial, it would be a very 
simile matter to maki the change in 
the fall 
Last fall co-educational seating in 
rhanel was ir.'titnted. Many stu- 
dents are confident that dining in 
mixed groups would he another step 
forward along  the same line.  
the faculty are ardent fishermen, 
and plan to accompany the student 
groups each year. 
On   these   fishing     trips   there   is 
always   some  sea  sickness,   but   theja j0W6 ii i.eij   «■■
fish  never seem  to  mind.  Last  >'ear | eacn  clash   until   one  loses  or  until 
...i<^,   or\S   iCiirtpr  enioveH    (?!   a   .. .._     , -  ....,.!.-.,,*  ««  o.w.i.  aiS*»   The Knowles  and  Carter e j yed   ( )    
game of "salt  water    pitch",    and 
were   so   absorbed   by   the   ups   and 
d~~ 
to   fish,   they  lay  breathlessly     over 
the Vail  in  earnest endeavor to  best 
each other. 
 „„,.,,     j I opening   of  clashes Captain   Randall  of  Peaks  Island; wj       th] 
three have spoken on each side. The 
.  side that  initiates  a  clash  is  allow- 
r  e(J thg openir|! and closing speeches. [owns of that game that, forgetting At tne conc]usj0n of each clash, the 
„ r.*i.  ik». nv h l  audience   judges   which     side     has 
won    The   sides     alternate     on   the 
until   one   side 
;;wins ree clashes,    at  least,    and 
will   pilot  the "Breeze ,  a   40   foot tWQ   successively.   thereby     winning 
sloop    to   the   grounds.     The   other  thg debate_ J 
bTheWtr.pbeTuesfid3ahynwi,S.Crasrmuch    . The   members   of   the  argumenta-| 
„f . Lai., trin «« it  will be a fish-  ton  classes  who  are     participating, 
nVtrtJ    Al MMU  3hTwin   be'are:   Walter  Norton.Bond!     Perry. 
ni„   inp.   » s including Raymond  Stetson.   Ralph   Musgrave,, 
trTpfr'ta ?lon     a'nd   ?unch    will   be Gordon Jones, and. John «-gJ£. 
about  one  dollar.  Those .wishing_.to sj.biect^or^d.s^ussion^ne^ove™ 
University Students Qive Hitler 
Strongest Support—Inge von Midler 
By IXGKIJORG VOX Mf 1J.ER 
Exchange Student  From Clfl—y 
(Part  Three) 
There is JIO question that Germany's economic as well as political 
and spiritual life now stands under the name of "Hitler."    And furth- 
ermore there is no doubt that be receives his strongest support from 
the university students (and from young people in general.)    This is 
due not only to the magnetic appeal of his personality—even in Germ- 
any some people are in»Uned to believe that there is a great deal of 
"fake" and affect at iow about it. 
It is more accurate to state that played its part. The absence of 
the reason is rather the general in- campus life, the frequent changes in 
terest in politics that German uni- university attendance, and conse- 
versity students have always had, quently the lack of loyalty to ono 
at least ever since the war. Politics particular Alma Mater account for 
are part of their life, not something the rather cosmopolitan 'character 
you leave to other people to discuss, \ and the universal education which 
but something that requires every- j the German student frequently ac- 
body's activity and participation. quires. He is almost forced into 
A  Student And  Nothing  Else        , public  life,     as soon     as he is     old 
The German student, while he is i enough to participate in it. Even 
attending his university, hardly the fraternities, which once made, 
ever feels that he is a student only Germany's universities famous all 
and nothing else. He knows that over the world, are now considered 
even in his status as a student he a romantic, but somewhat antiquat- 
1
 is responsible for his individual fu- ed hangover from old times. Al- 
ture life and for the structure of though many of them are still in 
society in his state. That renders, existence .they have lost their sig- 
participation in politics almost in-1 niflcance im the forming and shap- 
evitable ' '""  "'  vounix   personalities. 
And the circumstances have help- 
ed  so  that  most  political   questions 
^
CSe?s^7ib!t  the object  M »** £ £ «£*Sg  2S2f2L«ir^ E = gM-J »- Jan ' 
■  „—.„„*  „„ P,go a CoTTs       .than  60  fish.  Randolph Weatherbee | Decatur. a,n- 
ing of y g liti . 
Calls Book-burning Foolish 
Thus we watch today the specta- 
are not merely academic questions cle of Germany's university youth 
for the German students; I do not ] backing Hitler's leadership. Even it 
know  whether to call  this  fact  for-1 they   burn   books  and  do  a  number 
innate   or   unfortunate.   The  organi- ■ —— ■ 
zatior.'  of   German   universities   has , Continued on Page 4 Col a 
Continued on Page 3 Col. «       j 
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Co*Educational Dining 
THE STUDENT in this issue is asking for a 
consideration of co-educational dining. It is 
not attempting to force any action. In fact. 
the discussion appearing in these columns pur- 
posely avoids certain elements, merely pointing 
out items hi a complex situation. 
Many circumstances point to the advisability, 
of Bates adopting co-educational meals; 
1. The students, we feel, have expressed 
themselves in favor of at least partial adoption 0i 
the plan. In a questionnaire circulated by the Stu- 
dent recently in co-operation with the major 
organizations, a majority of both men and women 
are agreeable to the idea. Some, it is true, ask 
that it be done only occasionally, while others, 
a larger number, ask for it daily. The question- 
naire has been answered by almost all students 
living on campus, and in sufficient numbers to 
justify their opinion. 
2. The location of men's and women's 
dormitories around the campus, and the proxi- 
mity of all of them to both dining halls makes 
the plan workable. 
:?. The existence of two well-equipped eating 
places like Piske and the ('ominous make it 
possible without additional expense. 
4. Previous attempts are evidence that the 
proposal has merit. 
5. Il is a move that cannot but have benefi- 
cial effects. It will break down the restraint with 
which some men and women arrive at college 
and leave without overcoming. This should be a 
function of an institution like ours. 
(i. It is in harmony with the desire of prac- 
tically every student. Some oppose it only be- 
cause of the reticence we have noted. 
7. It is entirely consistent with the gradual 
improvement of the dining situation as we have 
observed it at the Commons under the direction 
of Miss Dora Roberts. 
8. There is no need to make the mistakes. 
committed during an early experimental stage. 
for we have an opportunity now to inform the 
students as to the practicability and advisability 
possible through co-operation. 
!>. The administration has proved itself 
anxious to improve the college in any way it 
can. Chape] and tennis arc the most recent 
examples we have. 
10. The time is right. 
These ten points do not represent a personal 
request on the part of the STUDENT, but a hope 
for consideration for our campus of an every- 
day feature of many other colleges. Moreover, 
whether or not it is used elsewhere, is no reason 
why it should not be tolerated and even en- 
couraged here. 
It has none of the jarring effects of Sunday 
tennis or innumerable other proposals made in 
recent years. It enjoys, actually, the unique place 
of being admittedly a reform with widespread 
sanction. Everyone realizes its desirable features. 
The main opposition arises from the fact 
that it has not been tried in the memory of 
present undergraduates; that the men and women 
are used to eating on opposite sides of the 
campus; that we have become accustomed to 
separating in our eating habits from the social 
life of college life where they rightfully belong; 
and that reports of an early attempt are un- 
fortunate. There may be others, but these ar.' the 
most important. All have been answered in whole 
or in part. 
As has been intimated the summer vacation 
is an excellent time to accomodate ourselves to 
such a radical change, and the fall, when the 
student's mind is fresh, is the time to enter upon 
this new era in Bates history. Nevertheless, there 
are several provisions, which must accompany 
the change. Its performance depends on certain 
mechanical features. 
1. Whereas lunch comes at a busy period of 
the day, the noon meal does not lend itself to 
this plan. The evening meal, however is parti- 
cularly well-adapted. 
2. Men and women would help the situation 
by dressing more formally than at present for 
dinner, just as they would do outside college. 
3. The junior men and those seniors, who 
continue to eat on campus, and the women of the 
two upper classes would use Fiske Dining Room 
in Rand Hall. The men and women of the two 
lower classes would use the Commons. Modifi- 
cations, we realize, will be necessary under this 
scheme, perhaps due to the size of classes. 
This is a partial review. The Student ad- 
visedly avoids offering any suggestions concern- 
ing waiters and waitresses, and many other 
problems that have been considered in the past 
by the authorities, and which they consider inside 
their province. 
The existence of difficulties does not mean, 
u 
however, that the proposal should be abandoned. 
A meeting of student leaders, before vacation, 
with Mr. Ross, Mr. Rowe, and President Gray 
would clarify the whole situation. 
We Must Support Baseball 
SED to probing student sentiment about 
everything from co-educational dining to 
sports, we had failed to discover any deep- 
rooted or permanent arresting interest in any- 
thing but tin; individual's own little sphere. 
What does this means.' Perhaps that organi- 
zed athletics.-to take only one phase, have drawn 
so far from the student's concern that he is not 
deeply touched by them. Perhaps that your repre- 
sentative does not know the right students. I er- 
haps that his probing is at fault. 
At any rate, our surprise was genuine when 
we read yesterday morning that a Colby student 
had been taken into custody by the Waterville 
policwfor his actions during a parade celebrating 
the baseball team's victory in the State Series. 
We are sony that the authorities had to inter- 
fere. We are also sorry that the students later 
saw lit to storm the City Hall so energetically 
that he was released to save that building from 
destruction. But we are concerned with the fact 
that our traditional rival takes its sports so 
serh usl.v. The fad that we tlo not give baseball 
and spring sports the equal consideration that we 
give to football means but one thing—that this 
lack of interest will never aid the baseball situa- 
tion. Whole-hearted support of any team, even a 
last place one'is the first step toward a champion. 
The < Id axiom still is true that the stands are as 
important to any team as the players. 
The Bates Collection 
BATES people responded willingly and gener- 
ously in answer to the request in last week's 
Student ami the request of President Gray 
and others to contribute to the college fund for 
the victims til' the New Auburn fire. 
$•'570 was the surprising amount given by stu- 
dents and faculty. A real gesture on the part of 
students restricted for the most part by general 
conditions to only the bare necessities in getting 
an education. They deserve considerable com- 
mendation for this evidence of good-will toward 
these unfortunate folks visited by one of the 
most tlisr.strous kinds of misfortune. 
The unselfish work, of students in emptying 
some of the doomed houses was praised last 
week. Lest it is thought that this demonstration 
of friendliness was practised only for the day, 
may it be said that even up to the time we go to 
puss students are in the (ire area aiding relief 
organizations ami city officials in relieving 
suffering and privation as much as possible. 
One student told us of working from early 
Sunday morning to late that night at this work, 
and we are informed that there arc many similar 
volunteers. 
Certainly. Bates ean he proud of a student 
body which offers its services and money so 
lavishly. 
The Nation's New Broom 
Japan is buying old motor cars for the metal in 
them. Thus may a transformed flivver yet fire a 
shot to he heard around the world.—Boston Trans- 
cript. 
DIARY OF A GRIND 
By CLIVE KNOWLES 
'"Beware the reminiscing alumni" someone 
has said, anil with equal perspicacity they might 
have added "and the college senior." For in the 
balmy blue days of spring, when the campus is 
heavy laden with the perfume of flowers and 
blossoms, the cynicism and sophistication of the 
senior vanishes and he becomes quite as senti- 
mental as ever he was in his freshman days. The 
sharp pang that comes with the'realization that 
the friendships of these four years at Bates are 
soon to be broken, dissolves all of our thin veneer 
of materialism, and leaves us fresh and clean in 
spirit. . .  for a time. 
We look back to our freshman days with en- 
vy in our hearts, envy of those who now enjoy 
them. We suddenly realize that things have 
changed and that the freshman in 1933 goes 
through a much different experience from ours in 
1929. We see that in the last four years freshman- 
sophomore relations have gone through a trans- 
formation greater than the sum total of all the 
changes that have been made in that respect 
during the previous history of the college. We 
realize that we are the first class to graduate at 
the conclusion of a college year in which there 
were absolutely no freshman-sophomore hostili- 
ties. 
In kaleidoscopic fashion scenes of freshman 
year flash through BUT minds. We see the top 
floor of John Bertram barricaded with barbed 
wire, and defended from within by freshman 
wielding logs, barrels of hot water, and clubs 
against the dastardly sophomores below; we see 
Rimer Williams likewise, barricaded by the 
sophomores, who have closed all entrances except 
by the fire-escape, and, who doughtily defend 
their position with tear gas and a cord of wood 
sawed to appropriate lengths and dropped at the 
proper moment upon the cowardly freshmen be- 
low : we see Ollie's freshman hygiene class pour- 
ing out of the windows of Hathorn to participate 
in a battle royal with the vile sophs (carrying big 
sticks in pursuit of defenceless Lou Cheney, 
weight 200, and with a punch like the kick of a 
mule) which finally ends up in a free for all in 
the chem lab; we see ourselves guarding Norm 
Whitten and Syd Farrell in a deserted shack 
atop an old quarry back in the woods, and we re- 
call the imprecations they called down on our 
heads: and we see .ourselves in and through it 
all as irresponsible kids, careless of broken heads 
and bones, of break-neck auto rides, of property 
and people's feelings. 
We are not sorry it is gone. Intellectually it 
is evident to us that it is dangerous and 
damaging. But we enjoyed it'. What hatreds were 
engendered then that have lasted even into our 
junior years! What physical injuries were sus- 
tained by a few harmless individuals! How many 
puny scared kids were browbeaten and paddled 
by the vigorous sophs while their less timorous 
brethren escaped! 
No, we are not sorry it is gone but we do 
like to dream of those days, especially when 
spring is.in the air and our college days are re- 
lentlessly coming to an end. 
#" The  Student * 
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Did you ever think 
As the days go by 
That sooner or later 
You'll have to try 
To forget the spring 
And the joy it broods 
To  bury  yourself 
In a bunch of books. 
That  painfully,   painfully. 
You must start 
To thumb  the pages 
And 1 am by heart 
Each course's most 
Important facts 
And never, oh, never 
Can you relax 
No  movies at all 
Will distract your mind 
When once you have settled 
Down to grind. 
And weeks of work 
You'll spend, my lass, 
And when thry come— 
Will you flunk or paw? 
Oh, hence, vain thoughts. 
Away.  Away. 
This is not June— 
But only May! 
—Skidmore News— 
What other colleges are doing. 
At Skidmore recently, the whole 
college, including faculty, staff, and 
students participated in the nation- 
wide program of college testing 
proposed last year under the auspices 
of the American Council on Educa- 
tion. The matter of intercollegiate 
and inter-student comparison is but 
one of the many constructive uses to 
which the examination lends itelf. 
The main purpose of the test is to 
throw light on the capacities, needs, 
and problems of individuals, rather 
than to furnish a basis for institu- 
tional comparison, however. This 
test will provide the most valuable 
of all possible records—the year by 
year comparison of general in- 
tellectual growth. 
The Amherst dramatic society. The 
Masquers, have accepted an invita- 
tion from the founder of the Theatre 
Guild of Vienna to present three 
American plays during July at the 
Schoenbunn, historic theatre of Ma- 
ria Theresa. It will be the only group 
of its kind to go to Vienna for this 
purpose. The three plays to be pre- 
sented are: "Emperor Jones," "The 
Front Page." and "The Adding 
Machine". 
The most sympathetic and  under- 
standing college Dean in the country 
resides  at  Gettysburg  College.  It  is! 
reported    that he left    a dance,    at I 
which   he     had  been     a  chaperons. I 
early one  night.  He  walked quickly! 
to   his  car,   parked   near  the   dance 
hall,    and    found    a young    couple! 
occupying  the     machine.    The dean 
politely tipped his hat, said nothing,' 
and walked home. 
The grid coach of Gonzoag Uni-j 
versity. out on the Pacific .coast, was' 
having trouble with his squad in re-,) 
cent spring practice and seemed to 
be getting nowhere. So, in disgust he, 
brought forth'this gem: "There may 
be lots of cures for athlete's foot,! 
but there's none for athlete's brain." 
A wall-newspaper, to be issued at' 
irregular intervals according to the! 
need and the material accumulated; i 
and to be changed according to 
separate items as their news value: 
decreases, has been started at Ben-1 
nington College to fill the need for a1 
This M the tale of the- Boopcat. . . 
or if you prefer, the Camp-puss... 
It isn't safe to rise too early... or 
else vou may be run down by Hand- 
lebar Hank LaA'allee and Little 
Eleanor astride trusty bikes... for 
it seems that Hollywood's latest fad 
has  struck  Bates... 
Yudkins says he knows his stuff 
. . .but he's afraid that it is a little 
too technical for the Class... Won- 
der what George Bernard Shaw Sal- 
loway and Junie Sawyer talk about 
in chapel?... Wonder if Mrs. Job: 
(hilils (Prexy's stenog to you) 
knows that a mag salesman is using 1 
her name to help sell subscriptions? i 
The powers to be have decided 
that there shall be no Ivy Hop 
Queen... in fact, if _ there is a. 
queen, probably committee chairman ; 
Raymond will be the only one to get 
crowned... But why not have a 
Ivy Hop King?. . . Send in your sug- 
gestiona and we'll name him next 
week. .. 
BASHFUL BAND BLARES BRIL- 
LIANTLY      BEFORE      BEAUTIFUL 
HKLLES       BRINGS      BETTER 
BACKBONE. BOOSTS BATES.... 
KOncert K. O.... but evidently the 
co-eds thought the band was playing 
"Stand Up. Stand Up, For Bates". . . 
Secor didn't sit down, either.. . Ber- 
ry wants benches next time, hut 
bursar's budget bars benches. . .Life 
for PovTy and Donald must be one 
long Neapolitan Night... Mayor 
Frank was on his way Thursday to 
an O'Neilapolitan Night... Nightie 
nite,  naughty  knight! . . . 
The man behind the dog: Buck 
Spinks. .. .Doggone, wher' yu all 
goin'?'. . . 
Norton is evidently in on the 
ground ifloor as far as women's 
clothes are concerned... Soon he'll 
be CO-EDitor of Skip's column... 
O. K. Miss America says Bobby 
Berkelman. . . . Beep, beep—here I 
feme in my new Chevrolet. . . Robin 
Hood would make a big hit with the 
co-ed archeress's. . . 
Hints to the third assistant burs- 
ar  (alias Norton.) . . .   Why not have 
a bargain sale of unlimited chapel 
.ut-?...95c a month... 75c to co- 
eds and faculty. . . Surplus would 
perhaps buy a gold plated wire cable 
for the flag pole. . . New discovery! 
. . . Local badlands bett r than these 
in Dakota... Take a look at the 
Chase Hall bowling alleys some lay, 
Doc  Fisher . . . 
New movie: "The Weigh -of All 
Flesh"... starring Spliftcm Haggard 
Spray. Jr... There were quite a 
few Bowdoin co- ds at the ball ganio 
Satday... Most of them were pretty 
. . . lousy. . . Toomcy's hit into right 
field wasn't right because no one 
was left... dt seems that Ronnie 
left right at the wrong time. . . 
Speaking of pipe courses, how 
about a course in plumbing to take 
the place of the Greek requirements? 
. . . Rudy is now just an echo in the 
valley... 'Tis rumored he refused 
to play in chap 1 because of the 
ninny Harvard hair cuts... partic- 
ularly  Prexy's. . . 
At least four students believe that 
charily begins at home. . . as their 
New Auburn sweaters will Jestify 
...We feel the sweaters should be 
returned before we are forced to 
print the names of those who double 
crossed the R d Cross... Let's have 
more poverty dinners. . .and give the 
poor students what can be saved... 
No cowboy is going to rope Skip! . . . 
If O'Neil had a cow, he'd send her 
to Bates to be a cow-ed. . . Inge nom- 
inates Secor as first member for the 
Stanton Beard Club... 
No more Greek... but Swett is 
still after .Homer (s.) .. . Ride a 
caulked horse to Chas Hall says 
Horse Collar Smith and Betty Boop 
Saunders. . . who on the spur of the 
moment hobbled around the bursar's 
dance floor... Rather a shoddy 
trick, wo think. . . Roger Bill is the 
new stable. . . 
Doc Fisher has refused to go to 
Labrador on a gold digging party. . . 
He finds Lewiston's gold diggers 
more attractive... Harold Lloyd 
Yudkins (white collar man of Yud- 
kin's laundry.) was out with Miss X 
Satday night... evidently he's on 
the spot... 
w X 
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By CLIVE KNOWLES 
What  is chapel? 
There is written on a tablet in 
the vestibule of the chapel this in- 
scription, "To the glory of God and 
to the worship of His Son, Jesus 
Christ, this building is forever de- 
dicated." It is quite clear that our 
chapel services are dedicated to al- 
most everything but this. The stu- 
dents dedicate them to letter-read- 
ing, studying and whispering; the 
faculty devote them to what are for 
the most part sincere but futile at- 
ernpts to hold the attention of the 
student body for fifteen minutes. 
Now and then there is a speaker 
w-ho does not have to try, but who 
holds the chapel by the vefy spell of 
his personality or the courageous- 
ness expressed in his words. Such 
occasions are rare indeed. In short, 
chapel retains the form of a service 
of religious worship, long after the 
spirit of worship has flown from the 
audience, and 'no amount of talking 
has made any perceptible progress 
toward bettering student attitudes. 
What ought chapel to be? 
Chapel ought to be a service of 
worship as it was intended that it 
should  be  by     those  who     had  the 
tablet placed in the vestibule. De- 
bates, lectures and student assem- 
blies detract from the religious at- 
mosphere of the building and should 
be ruled out. 
Since the very essence of worship 
is the spirit and attitude of the wor- 
shippers, the first and most impor- 
tant condition is that all services 
should be voluntary. By compulsion 
student indifference to religion can- 
not be lifted to the level of a vital 
interest. 
The services ought to be in the 
hands of a person trained in the 
conduct of worship services and 
with a real understanding of stu- 
dent problems. The service should 
be non-sectarian and should have 
elements of meditation and religious 
music by the audience as well as the 
choir Attempts to cram an hour's 
material into a six minute talk 
would be barred. 
thfhh°-.ic5  °'  spea,kers   should   be  in 
CharS-?*"  of,-\Coll«*e     Pastor     or 
den? Ill' ,?nd  b0th  facUlt-v  an°  st«- 
.LoHr    «™  aS  WeU  as   outsiders 
that  nrPa7rtiKPate'  ll  is  ™y  pinion 
fittl,    ■■  Ztlby    is  most     eminently 
frnVI.,- ' h'8 task' both ^ fin- ing amd experience. 
„hJ„h.erf might be a number of me- 
f? th«al chan«fes- The three chairs 
not hi ttnter £ the P'a»orm should 
fh nw erS' Cand'es and a cross on 
S» at" should not be objection- 
,
to
 '
iberal minded students of 
any faith. The suggestion that the 
college, install a microphone-ampli- 
fier system  is a good  one 
By DONALD M. SMITH 
1'ItESIOKXT ROOSEVELT'S P|,l:\ 
President Roosevelt'.; appeal for 
peace is tim ly and to the point. it 
came two day? after the Secretary 
,.f .-■ ale had warned of general v,0Tii 
h-.nkruptcy and one day before the 
,' ilvery of Hitler's hit st bonrl 
S retary Hull declared thai 
,-tstcsmen had learned nothing j„ 
the pet war period and would have 
to be kicked into a compreh nsion 
of ihe *tatc of the world. 
The President's address v 
on the fear cf war in Buroj      The 
disarmament     conference     was in a 
muddle    and  the     prospects    of ttt6 
World  Economic    Conferei..      Kere 
not bright.    The   President 
general agreement by u4 nati ins not 
to  crc=.5  any  frontier-!  with  mi] 
forces. The status quo  BUM I      rther 
be cuaranteed    by a drastic      lt ■„ 
armaments. Then if trouble !rt;d 
the responsibility can bi riX;j 
correctly and the inference U that 
the United States will i perate 
wiih other nation.; in any measure.: 
directed against an offende... 
Especially to be noted is theft,. 
that, for th; first time, Russia *H 
directly addrcsed. 
Hut America';    determination i, 
kcop peace must go beyond w 
Provident has    said. Of    course He 
United States will not go to war in 
Europe unless to guarantee a luera- 
tive trade in arms and to pr 
vi   r-nient.;. It is time to declare -.hat 
we  will   no  longer  "coin   blood into 
gold" and that isolation and  non-co- 
operation shall be- our    position   in 
w;:i'. 
FARM WAR 
Hardly had tha farm relief bill 
been passed and signed by the Pre* 
dent than he declared thai th" 
schem for raising prices would he 
"indefinitely postponed. Inflation of 
the currency is being held in obey. 
ance. leaving the farmer the .-mali 
satisfaction at having his mortgage 
re-financ d at 4Vi%. 
Although the general farm i-trike 
was postponed at the request of th- 
President as a national mOTement, 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Illlnota 
farmer.: ar: taking direct action. 
Fourteen companies 'of militia have 
been called by the Governor of Wis- 
consin to be ready for the 
zone. Sonif 2,000 strikers battled 
with soldiers on last Wednesday. 
Farmers should be encouraged in the 
efforts to help themselves instead of 
waiting tor politicians to help thm. 
RBAX PATRIOTS 
Out of the 21,725 students in 65 
colleges who have so far taken pan 
in  the  nation  wide poll on  war. 15.- 
G36  voted  for  peace. Of these S.415 
pledged     themselves     to     absolute 
j pacifism; 7.221 said they would bear 
arms only in case of actual ir.vac'■ 
i of this country.     The    other     6,1 
j voted to fight    or    serve in any wa: 
involving   the     United   States.    TV 
.Nation calls  it    one of the most 
couraging developments that ha.- I 
cently come out of American ct 
life. 
MILL WORKERS STRIKE 
Wage increases of from 12 to 304 
are  reported  to  have been promised 
the textile  workers of New  Enslani 
as a result of the    "return    of busi- 
ness".    The    facts belie    any   such 
interpretation of the wage lncreas 
Th     success     of   the 'Massaih 
leather workers in securing, nol 
union   recognition,  but tSJbstanlially 
better wage rates for thousand now 
affiliated   with   the   newly   orgar.iied 
unions, has had more to do with the 
rec nt  action  than  business pickup. 
Wage scales that equal the miserable 
charity    doles    of     bankrup'    cities 
have driven labor to show its teeth. 
In  Manchester, N. H., SO00 work- 
ers  in  the  Amoskeag  Manufacturing 
Company have    struck     for    higher 
wages and  have been  locked out. In 
the same city 3.000 shoe work  rs are 
still striking. The Pacific Kills 
at Dover is closed as a r suit   oi a 
Strike.     In  Boston,     2,000     i: ,:menl 
work ens  are  protesting     sweal shop 
conditions.  The only  union  plant in 
New   England,   the   Pequot   Mills 
having   difficulty   in   stretching out 
the work of its 2,000 employe s. No' 
in textiles alone    is there " trouble. 
Barre,  Vermont,   is  an  armed camp 
of militia who are maintaining nrder 
during  the strike     of  1.500  gratiit 
workers. 
Several thousands of shoe workers 
in .Lowell,  Cambridge.    Chelmsford, 
and Concord, 'Massachusetts, are also 
demanding  wage increases.     Y 
j labor is not docile when the limit of 
patience  is     reached and     il  is now 
fighting with its    back against   the 
wall.  The strike is  the onlv  » 
of difense    that    labor has aRaine' 
starvation  wages now being pair!. 
I>KATH-BKI» RKSOIX'TIOX 
Industry  on  its  death     bed  is re- 
solved to mix its own    medicine of 
regulation.     The     regulation  <>f  ir-' 
dn.itry  as  proposed   by  Pres.  Roose- 
velt is revolutionary from the eai 
ist  viewpoint and  it  is amazing ho* 
•readily business leaders assent to It- 
"Less   government   in   business  and 
more   business  in  government." The 
I spirit    of Harding,    Coolldge,    and 
I Hoover is dead. It's more convenient 
; for the  money changer to sing choir 
praises and gain the favor of the n * 
prophet. 
U. B. YOUNG PEOPLE 
HOLD LAST MEETING 
«fT.'ie T,ounS People's Associate 
of the United Baptist Church held 
its last meeting of the vear, Sunda} 
evening at Thorncrag Fifty mem- 
bers were present. Among t!' 
speakers were Mrs. Mabee who rep- 
resented the advisors, Stanley Jac"' 
son 33, and Bernard Loomer '34 
c-.ths collee« group, and Theim* 
»mith and Albert Oliver '34 for the 
town group. Refreshments were 
served. Polly Grover '34 led the 
(worship service. 
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Remember When Tuition Was 
$36, Room $12, Board $76? 
In these days of busy campus life 
at an institution which, in spite of 
its comparatively small enrollment, 
through many years of notable 
achievement, has gained a front seat 
in American college ranks, it is in- 
teresting to look back to the days 
when Bates was still in its infancy. 
A task which takes much time 
and energy is that of selection of 
courses. As the student sits, with 
his registration card before him, 
limiting in the catalogue for the 
easiest courses to take, those with 
shortest labor hours, and so on, he 
may take on various Points of view 
concerning the originators of the 
courses, advantages over students o£ 
Bolshevism Fighting for Red Flag 
Most Beautiful 
The seniors of Wellesley College, 
famous for its beautiful students, 
have chosen the most beautiful of 
the class of 1933. The honor fell to 
Miss Beatrice L. Moore, of East 
Orange, N. J., and all who look will 
agree with the choice. Miss Moore 
will act as tree-day mistress at the 
Wellesley, Mass., seat of learning. 
some years past and even may ask 
why he is in college anyway. In the! 
end,  he  probably  looks in  the  back 
of the book to see where his inspi- 
ration's home town is. 
The Bates catalogue of 1882-1883 
most likely lay open before students 
in a similar state of mind.  It is in-! 
teresting  to  see  what     information 
that book held. 
The faculty of fifty years ago con- 
sisted of the following members: 
Rev. Oren B. Cheney, D. D., Presi- 
dent; Jonathan Y. Stanton, A. M., 
Professor of Greek and Latin; Rev. 
Benjamin K. Hayes, D. D., Cobb 
Professor of Psychology and Exege- 
tical. 
Richard C. Stanley, A. M.. Pro- 
fessor of Chemistry and Geology, 
Gegistrar; Thomas L,. Angell, A. M., 
Professor of Modern languages; 
George C. Chase. A. M., Professor of 
Rhetoric and English Literature; 
John  H.  Rand, A.  M., Professor of 
Mathematics. 
The  Theological  school   was  then 
j seperate  from, the  College  and   had 
! a   separate  faculty  but  both schools 
were in  the same corporation. 
The studen* roster included twen- 
ly-three   Seniors,     twenty-three   Ju- 
niors,  thirty-seven   Sophomores,  and 
I twenty-mine  Freshmen. The State  of 
j Maine furnished a large majority of 
lllr.se. 
Candidates for admission had to 
. be well versed in Latin, Greek, Eng- 
lish, and mathematics. At Bates 
students continued with these stud- 
ies and other courses in arts and 
sciences not unlike those of today, 
though probably on a smaller scale. 
The year was then divided into 
three terms, and examinations were 
given at  the end  of each term. 
Expenses were much lower than 
they are now, as shown in the fol- 
lowing  talile; 
Tuition $S«S.OO 
Room  Rent 12.00 to     18.00 
Board TO.oo to 114.00 
Wood,  light*,   washing, 
books    etc. SO.OO to    35.O0 
Library ' 8.00- 
Incidentals 8.00 to     10.00 
Catalogues 1.00 
Continued  from  Page  1 
dustrial basis.  It was an attempt  to 
rebuild industry. It has be; n success- 
ful  industrially,  but  the problem  of 
the peasants has hindered it. 
Xo Brand In Months 
He spoke of the famine that Russia 
is going through at the present, the 
worst  in years.  He told  of receiving 
letters   from   people   in   Russia   who 
wrote of not having bread in months. 
But      throughout      their      troubles 
the      Russians    ar-    cheerful      and 
are easily adaptable to the situation. 
All  are  d sirous of  being  educated. 
"The war for bread is still going on." | 
said Mr. Plotica, "but after all from ; 
the costly experiences  of  these  past 
few  years  and  of  the  present,   per-j 
haps the Russians  will  soon   r'.ach j 
firm ground." 
$100.00      8217.00 
! COMMENCEMENT 
:|      And AAemories That Will Be Yours For Life 
J 
I Of course your families are coming.    Let us make reserva- 
| tiona lor them here, where they may rest or dine in a atmos- 
I phere of gracious hospitality. 
! The DeWITT HOTEL i 
Phone 4200 | 
*.XX-<"X">-X-*-X-*y<"X-***-X"X~X-*^^ 
Intercollegiate 
Continued from Page 2 
centralization of opinion. Benning- 
ton. a college founded on progressive 
ideals, opened last fall with an en- 
rollment of 89 students. "The id< a 
of a wall-newspaper originated in the 
factories of Russia", said the editor. 
The main advantage lies in the fact 
that the paper can be made more 
elastic in form and can be kept up 
to date by the daily removal of stale 
news and substitution ot fresh." 
Wheaton College recently held a 
General Information Examination, 
open to all who desired to be so test- 
ed. It consisted of 100 questions 
which covered all possible !i Ms 
without asking any very specialized 
facts in any one Held. 
At las,t a great historian has 
located our favorite expressions: 
I'm strong for you. kid —Samson 
Vou can't keep a good main down 
—Jonah 
The bigger you are the harder they 
fall—David 
So this is Paris—.Hoi n of Troy 
I don't know where I'm going but 
I'm on my way—Columbus 
Keep the home fires burning—Ne- 
ro 
It floats—Noah 
Keep your shirt on—Queen Eliza- 
beth  to Sir Walter Raleigh 
Step on it, kid—Sir Walter to 
Elizab th. 
—The Handout— 
Just to make all you co-eds sigh 
with  envy,  here    are  some     of  the 
BATES HOST AS MAINE WOMEN 
GATHER FOR LITERATURE DAY 
Dr. Wright, 4-A Players, And Smith  College 
Professor Take Part In  Program For 
State Federation's Convention ■ j 
t 
y 
■ 
-' 
. 
■ 
1 
j 
' - Qzd 
A red fla- is the prize for which these students of Columbia University 
 battling on the campus of Alma Mater.    The riot followed a dis- 
to quell the disorder. 
ALABAMA ACES AT 
COMMENCEMENT HOP 
Sid  Wakely, John  Dobravolsky  in 
revisions in t ti-■ i liapferonage    rules 
at Wellesley  College,    as  printed  in 
the Wellesley College News: 
(1.)  Seniors and juniors, if B 
panied by an escort or a chaperon in 
groups of 2 or mor',    may    return   Wesl Parker, and Ronnie Melcher In 
Rand are receiving reservations for 
the Commencement Hop. June 19, 
which will feature "Alabama Aces", 
one of the foremost colored bands. 
The*price for the dance, op n not 
only to seniors but underclassmen as 
well, has been cut to live dollars. 
Aii added attraction with the Aces 
is "Snowball" formerly featured with 
Ted >L wls. 
from an entertainment or a parly 
at 1:00 A.-M., provided that they 
have registered their plans before 
departure. 
(2.) Freshm n and sophomores 
may be permitted to return to the 
dormitory from an entertainment, 
party, or driving, for which they 
registered, at 11:30 P. M. on 
Saturday night. 
By Rosn: <;.\1,I.I\ARI 
The State Federation Literature 
Day at Bates was held Saturday. 
May 20 when hundreds of Maine 
clubwomen assembled on the campus. 
During the course of the day the 
women attended lectures delivered 
by Dr. E. II. Wright of the 
faculty, one also by Dr. Mary Ellen 
Chas of Smith College, a play pre- 
sented by the 4-A Players, and a tea 
and reception at Chase Hall. 
In  the  morning the    women  eon-' 
gregated   in  the  Chapel  where  they 
w  re officially  greeted  by  President 
Clifton  D. Cray.  Mrs.  A.  E. Critten- 
den, president of  the  Maine Federa-1 
tion  of Women's Clubs,     responded, 
expressing .the club's appreciation of ^ 
the interest    and    co-ops ration    of| 
Bates College with the organization. 
Dr.   B.   M.  Wright,     head     of  the 
English  department     at  Bates,     ad- 
dressed   the club  on   the  subject  of 
"Oh  pShaw".  With  this clever  title, i 
he presented  his idea of the famous 
English     author.     George     Bernard 
Shaw,     who  was     recently     in   this 
country.   Dr.   Wright  based   his  talk 
on the adaptation of a phrase    from 
Shaw's "Misalliance." 
The main speakrr of the after- 
! noon was Dr. Mary Ellen Chase of 
the Smith College faculty, who spoke! 
of the struggle for the domination; 
of the soil, the blessing of hard 
work, and the .physical, moral, and 
| spiritual heritages of Maine. Sle ex- 
pressed regret that the Machine Age ■ . taking away our love of the soil 
—a most permanent thing. 
In the cast of the 4-A play pre- 
sented for the f. deration were Char- 
les Povey '34. Edward Curtin '30, 
Robert Kroepscn '33. and Bernard 
Drew '34 and it was coached by John 
Curtis '33. 
Music during the morning program 
was furnished by the Bates Quar- 
tette, which is composed of Prof. 
Lewis. Aldt n Gardiner, Sylvester 
Carter, and Edwin Prescott. 
Throughout the day a book fair 
was conducted at the gymnasium and 
the college book store. Books, post 
cards, and .photographs were on 
i \hibition. Most interesting to us, 
perhaps,  were the books  written  by 
Bates people. Among these were 
President Gray's "Youth on the 
March". Prof. H. H. Britain's "The 
Affective Consciousness" and the new 
novel of Gladys Hasty Carroll '25 
"As the Earth Turns". Five of Mary 
Ellen Chases books were presented, 
R~'t~": namely, "A Goodly Heritage". "Up- 
lands", "Silver Sh 11". "Mary Christ- 
mas ". and -Virginia of the Elk Val- 
ley". 
Nobel Possibility 
A   charming   portrait   of   Blanche 
Shoemaker   Wagstaff,   well-known 
Eoet, of New York, whose name _ts 
eing presented to the judges in 
Stockholm, Sweden, for considera- 
tion for the Nobel Prize in litera- 
ture. Not only is Miss Wagstaff 
famous as a poet, but she was once 
hailed as "America's most beauti- 
ful woman" by no less an authority 
than Harrison Fisher, celebrated, 
artist. 
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEWISTON 
Main Street 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOUE      SERVICE 
"THE QUALITY SHOP" 
TeL   1817-W 3 Minutes from th« Campn? 
r^i^aa, NOW   PLAYING— Tough Tongue Threads Razor Blades 
-%w 4%i*u~-     ■ 
R. W. CLARK Registered  Druggist puf-   Drugs   and   Medicines 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A   SPECIALTY 
Also,  APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON, MAINE 
"A Complete Banking Service" 
wision Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Student* 
LUNCH 
LAST NIOHT 1 SAW A 
MAGICIAN SWALLOW A 
DOZEN RAZOR BLADES 
AND A PIECE Of THREAD. 
THEN  HE PULLED OUT 
THE  BLADES ALL THREAD- 
ED ' IMAGINE IT 
A 
HOW IN THE 
WORLD DOES 
HE DO 
FRED 
Copy-liht. 1V33. U. J. Reynolds Tobacco Camp 
__-__.-■-—,.,..fl^^jafofciwjig 
THAT'S DONE ON 
THE PRINCIPLE 
Of TflE OLD NEEDLEf 
TRICK, MABEL — 
IT, 
Harry L. Plummer 
PORTRAIT—Commercial    and 
Finishing Photography 
New Studio 
At 135 Main St., 
Lewiston,     -     Maine. 
GROUND  FLOOR 
at the PROPER place 
J where QUALITY is the BEST. 
L>d PRICES are the LOWEST] 
Strand Cafe 
199   MAIN   STREET 
LEWISTON 
HE HAS A SET OF 
VERY,:JU& BLADES,K 
AND!,HIX)T>EN  IN 
;A>StOt IN THE 
SPOOL $f THREAT)0 
HE PALMS THE 
FITIS-T.SET OF 
BLADES AND PUTS" 
BLADES   LN HIS 
PALMING THE 
iOOft BLADti, 
1
    '■Af 
KIWI! V>' 
1 V 
EXCHANGIM6 THE 
LOOSEGLADES FOR 
THE THREADED SET THE BLADES HEREALt\ 
PUT? IN HIS MOUTH ARE 
ALREADY THREADED. 
'*HSi£- ~m 
ARE NT YOU CLEVER ! I THE TASTE OF 
V 
WILL YOU HAVE A 
CIGARETTE ? 
DON'T LIKE 
^r 
A THAT KIND. 
l
*V 
THE 
College Store 
Don't For«et — The College 
Store is owned and operated by 
the College to servo vou. We 
carry a full line of Reliable 
Merchandise for your conve- 
nience. 
YOU  ARE  ALWAYS 
WELCOME 
Have you thought of making 
DENTISTRY 
YOUR   LIFE WORK? 
THE Harvard University Dental 
School offers a comprehensive 
course in this field of health 
service, which is becoming in- 
creasingly important in relation 
to medicine and public health. 
A "Class A" school. 
Write for catalog. 
WHY NOT? 
T+1EY 5AY 
MY  KINO 
TASTES BETTER. 
600D TASTE IN A CIG- 
ARETTE COMES fROM 
FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE 
TOBACCOS. THAT'S WHY 
I SMOKE CAMELS.TRY ONE. 
^friVii, ' 
FRED,lT>g LIKE 
YOUR CAMELS 
BETTER. WHAT IS 
IT THAT THE ADS 
SAy ABOUT CIG- 
ARETTE MAGIC? 
_____ s 
ITS FUW TO BE 
FOOLED... IT'S 
MORE FUN TO 
KNOW J" 
FREM,. send no meneu.. FREE. 36-PAGE ILLUSTRATED 
MAGIC BOCK CONTAINING 23 MVSTIFyiNG CIGARETTE,CARD, AND j 
COIN TRICKS. YOU CAN FOOL THOSE "WISE GUYS "THAT KNOW 
IT ALL.WITrlOUT SKILL OR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE MAILTHE ORDER 
BLANK AT RIGHT WITH THE FRONTS FROM FIVE PACKS OF CAMELS. 
\\l 
Pi?, i. REYNOLDS TOCIXCO COMPANY. 0EPT. 10-A. nlDSTON-SAlEM. H. cTH 
| I enclose fronts from o Camel packs. Send postpaid Free Uagie Book. I 
I   I        x, I Name —      i 
Strict 1 j 
City Stall     I 
30 
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FOUR ALUMNI MEETINGS SCHEDULED THIS WEEKJN EAST 
WOMEN'S EDITOR OF STUDENT 
ASSOCIATEEDITOROF GARNET 
Elizabeth   Saunders   With   Norman   DeMarco, 
Glidden Parker, And Robert Johnson, Will 
Serve On Literary Board Next Year 
The   final   Garnet  of   the   year   will 
reach tlr student body on Monday, 
the 29th of May. It contains stories, 
essays, poetry and some illustrations. 
From a list of more than twenty 
contributors, Abbott Smith '34, 
Editor of the Garnet, has chosen hie 
utaff for next year. Powers MacLean, 
present assistant editor, will be con- 
sidered an Afsociate Editor, and 
four successful competitors will also 
be given this rank. They are: Nor- 
man DeMarco "34, Elizabeth Saun- 
ders "34, Glidden Parker, and Robert 
Johnson '36. The new office of 
Art Editor will be filled by Theresa 
Buck '34. assisted by Norman Priest 
'34. Walter S. Norton '35 will assist 
Charles Povey '34 in the business 
department. ■Four other     students    from     the 
lower classes    have  been 
Assistant Editors and will be eligible 
for   promotion   to   Associate  Editor-   about   the   room.   During   the  mter- 
shU> next year:   Margaret Hoxie '35,   mission light refreshments consis 
Priscilla Heath '3fi. Nils Lennartson' 
Gay Decorations 
Hang In Chase 
For Soph Dance 
Flowers And   Balloons 
Lend Cheerful 
Atmosphere 
The Sophomore girls held their 
annual dance, Friday, :May 19, in the 
••Y" room at Chase Hall. The room 
was artistically decorated with large 
bunches of vari-colored balloons 
appointed I hanging from the    chandeliers    and 
'36. and Owen Dodson '36. Before 
each issue of the Garn't there will ■be competitions for positions, and 
those interested in trying out for the 
next issue are urged to speak with 
the Editor or Associate Editors be- 
for" the close of the college. Candi- 
dates unsuccessful in the past compe- 
tition are eligible for future trials. 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXKXXXXX 
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of cakes and punch were served. 
Music was furnished by the Bates 
Bobcats, under the direction of Tom 
Gormley,  '33. 
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Spinks, Miss 
Mildred Fisher, and Mr. F. Howell 
Lewis were the chaperones. The 
success of th° dance was due to the 
committee composed of Betty Fos- 
dick, chairman; Betty Durell, Fran- 
ces Haden, Barbara Leadbetter, and 
Irma   Raymond. 
"Big Shots" at Wellesley Next Year PRESIDENT GRAY TO ATTEND MEETINGS IN PENN^AND WASH. 
Kennebec Co^^Tl^^e Friday 
At Augusta-Bates Quartet Will Give 
Selections—Carter Soloist 
Public Speaking 
Class In Banquet 
To Prof. Robinson 
Bond Perry Toastmaster 
In Testimonial 
Period 
Verna   Brackett spent  the 
end in Lincoln 
week- 
iLillian Bean entertained a group 
of friends at her camp in East Otis- 
field. The guests Included: Marjorio 
Fairbanks, Dorothy Wheeler. Eleanor 
Goodwin, and Muriel Underwood. 
Olive Gray had as guests on Sun- 
day her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. V. 
Gray of Dover-'Foxcrot't. 
Ruth Benham '33 -.nd Rebecca 
Carter '33 attended the Pop concert 
in Boston this week-end. Miss Ben- 
ham saw also "Alien Corn" In which 
Kalhcrine Cornell stars. 
Inge von Mullei 
Continued from Page One 
of other things which I do not hesit- 
ate to call foolish,—the significant 
fact is that a whole young genera- 
tion knows they want to build up 
their country again and take an 
active part in its spiritual recons- 
truction. And they are entirely will- 
ing   to   take   responsibilities.     They 
These Wellesley students have been chosen by their 
classmates of the junior class to fill four of the most 
important positions in student affairs next year, their 
senior year.   They are, left to right, Edith Levy, of 
New Rochelle, N. Y.; Marie Kass, of Albany, N. Y.; 
Alma Wilson, of Yonkers, N. Y., and Martha Letch, 
of Evansville, 111. They will lead in art, social MM 
sport affairs. 
they are. They seem to realize hard- 
ly anything beside the fact that 
they are college students; they are 
students with all their heart and 
nothing else matters. Let the Gov- 
ernment ponder over farm relief 
and international conferences, and 
the city officials take care of the 
unemployed—what does it concern 
us as long as we are in college? The 
not Inclined too often to consider 
rand time" and "a lot of fun" 
more important than the fact that 
we are forming our own life every 
day and thereby the structure of 
our community and of our nations. 
ultimately. The seclusion of the1 
college makes us forget that im- 
mensely significant things are going 
i':. in the world around us. We think 
thing: should college be a rather 
definite and direct preparation for 
life itself, or should we be happy 
and protected for the last time, be- 
fore stern actualities demand our 
whole being and existence? 
:o:—  
TO THINK? 
seclusion     of     the     happy     dream   only in terms of college life, regard- 
islands of so many a fairy tale per- 
meates the atmosphere of a small 
college campus. I am not accusing 
the American students for being 
"provincial"; quite a number of 
exceptions would contradict this 
rather exaggerated statement. ir 
they are, it is not their fault, but 
rather the fault of their educationil 
less whether the outlook on life 
which we acquire in these four 
years fits in with the aspect of real- 
ity afterwards, I do not dare to de- 
cide   which  of  the  two  is  the  right 
Just a pleasant reminder from the 
Colby  Echo: 
Finals,  finals every where 
With  drops and drops of ink. 
And   never  a prof,  who'll  leave 
th" room 
And allow a guy to think. 
Prof. Brooks •Quimby's public 
speaking uiaas which meets Tuesday 
mornings at ten o'clock enjoyed a 
unique session last week when the 
regular period was turned into a 
monial banquet to Prof. Gros- 
v nor Robinson. 
The banquet table was set on the 
stage, and the members of the class 
and Prof. Robinson took their places 
around the table. Bond Perry acted 
as toastmaster. Introducing the stu- 
d nt speakers. Each of the speakers 
discussed some phase of campus 
life associated with the head of the 
public .-peaking department. 
Bruce Pattison, posing as Prof. 
Anders Myhrman, discussed Prof. 
Robinson's travels in Russia. Helen 
Hamlin told a little about the pro- 
fessor's early life, and Dorothy Sta- 
taiked about Chase Hall dances. 
Other speakers discussed freshman 
public speaking, freshman receptions, 
a:-..I a varieiy of topics. Samuel Skol- 
nik presented Prof. Robinson with a 
i-ii't, and Carl Milliken, as a repre- 
tatlve of the New York Alumni 
Association,    gave    the    concluding 
speech. 
Four meetings of Bates alumni ir. 
different parts of the east are 
scheduled for this week. The an- 
nual meeting of the Kennebec 
County Alumni Association will be 
held at the Hallowell House in Au- 
gusta at 6:30 Friday. The program 
will be speaking by members of the 
Bates faculty and selections by the 
Bates quartet, m£d6..uP °' J£>\n 
Pierce '35, Alden Gardiner 34, Syl- 
vester Carter '34. and Edwin, Pres- 
cott '33. with Mr. Carter soloist. 
Prof Seldon T. Crafts will dtrect 
group singing. On the same date the 
Franklin County Association will 
meet at Strong, where Prof Anders 
M Myhrman and Mr. Walter G. 
Stewart will bo guests and speakers. 
Ont-of-State Meetings 
President Clirton D. Gray will at- 
tend two out-of-state meetings. The 
first is at Washington, D C on 
Friday when Bates graduates of the 
District of Columbia and Maryland 
will be present; the second will be 
held at Swarthmore, Penn. on Sat- 
urday This will include alumni of 
the vicinity of Philadelphia and 
those of Delaware. 
All members of the Alumni As- 
sociation will soon receive the nevt 
issue of the Alumni Bulletin. It 
will be the Commencement number, 
giving the program of the week-end 
and arrangements 
unions. 
for    class    re- 
LOOK 
Dorothy Staples '33 had Celia 
Thompson '33 as a week-end guest at 
her home in Westbrook. Me. 
Margaret Rutterfield '31 spent the 
week-end here with Constance Co- 
nant '33. 
may not be very farsighted—who! institutions as such. And provincial- 
would expect young people under 25 i ism, too, has its charms, 
to be? They may sometimes lack I I do not doubt that the German 
personal discipline—too many of i student, who hardly ever experiences 
them grew up fatherless. But in'anything like "college spirit" misses 
view of the whole psychological something rather worth while to 
change that is taking place in Ger- know. And the intimate connections 
many now, these things are of min-,with professors and other students, 
or importance. I which     a  small     American     college 
There is an atmosphere of tension offers In contrast to the big German 
at the German universities which j universities, the whole "big family" 
could not find a sharper contrast j aspect of campus life, have not only 
than the tone in a small New Eng-i their significance, but also a great 
land college. I wonder whether ideal of attraction. But I wonder 
American students know how happy  whether  as college students  we  aro 
Frances Brackett '33 and Verna 
Brackett '34 spent the week-end with 
friends in Lincoln, Me. 
If the baseball magnates were 
more liberal with their passes in fa- 
vor of the weather men, something 
could be done about the rained- 
out games.— St. Louis Globe-De- 
mocrat. 
Lewiston-Aubum HORSE SHOW 
Benefit New Auburn 
MAINE STATE FAIR GROUNDS 
The 
Saturday,   May   27,   1:00   P.M. — D.3.T. 
ADMISSION,   40c 
Qifts of Jewelry 
ENDURING  MEMENTOS OF 
GRADUATION 
There   is      nothing     you     could 
choose as a gift for the graduate 
that  would     be     more     lastingly 
cherished THAN JEWELRY. 
Gram   Watches—Bracelets 
Twentieth Century Cigarette 
Cases and 
Other  Assorted  Gifts 
Geo. V. Turgeon & Co. 
Tel. 74I-M 
80 Lisbon Street,        Lewiston, 
ome t 
SPORT SHOES 
PLAIN'  WHITE  BRICK 
BLACK  AND  WHITE 
TAX AND WHITE 
Also 
Two Tone Tan 
$3.50 & $5.00 
Cobb-Morris Co. 
51 Court St., Auburn. 
you can trove 
Fred C. McKenney 
Corner College and  S»t>»ttus  Street! 
WASHIKQ AND  GREASING 
Like the Milder, 
Better Taste 
of Chesterfields 
JUST trying a package or two will 
show you that Chesterfields arc 
Milder and Better-Tasting. But 
you can't learn much about why 
they're that way... except by tak- 
ing our word for it. 
Wherever cigarette tobaccos are 
on sale, there you will find our 
buyers, busy picking out and pur- 
chasing ripe, mild tobaccos—al- 
most good enough to eat. 
Then they are blended and cross- 
blended—Domestic and Turkish 
both—in just the right propor- 
tion ... so that there'll be just one 
good flavor and aroma. 
FIRESIDE 
TEA ROOM 
OPEN 
WE  ARE  ONCE   AGAIN 
SERVING Till; 
EDS  AND  CO-EDS 
Tel.   3705-R 
29 Davis Street 
We   can   show   yon   a   varied   selection   of 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENB 
of  all  standard   make* 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER  HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
of all  kinds 
BARNST0NE-0SG00D 
0 O M P  A ■ T 
Jewelers 
50   LISBON   STREET 
Lew'jiton.  **aln« 
esterri 
LE 
MESS 
Publishing Co 
Job Printers 
Publishers 
225 LISBON STREET 
George A. Ross 
ELM STREET 
31 
N0 LOVE AT FIRST 
SIGHT—DR. ZERBY 
.«rM>re is no 1=v«> at  first sight" j 
.,'   Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby    to the 
**■  ..   g    A.   girls   who     assembled j 
Ldnesday  evenir.g     to   hear     him I 
WP
".  ....  •■ Marriage". 
sP
«-,i>  that     introduction     to  the 
Z interesting subject,    Dr. Zerby, 
e
        dcd    to state    that    marriage j 
P!°Z,\    be    based    on  a     growing: 
Mi   dsnip   and      mutual      interests, j 
^akes time", he said "to develop' 
"''   fineg|   friendship   in   the   world lllP
. .    ,ne growth new qualities are 
l
-
n
"   | ,i   which   add   to   admiration, 
^understanding."  Dr.  Zerby said 
,,1   discriminating      fndz- 
and lack    of    patience    wero i 
of   divorce.   In   conclu- 
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Greetings, Greta! 
tnai 
pent 
''."'" ],'.' urged the girls to use their 
*"",'• hidgment, to analize the quali- 
i' prospective husbands,  and  to 
!''"\",riin Of mutual interests. , 
Wi«sephine Springer '35 introduced' 
•/, vi.v     after     a  short     musical ■ 
pr
0..,;,„ "arranged by Dorothy Kim- 
A. G. SPAULDJNG 
ATHLETIC   GOODS 
TENNIS  RACKETS 
Golf Supplies 
Rackets Re-Strung 
$2.00 UP 
G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co. 
a COURT STREET. Auburn 
Return to resume her film work in 
the United States, Greta Garbo, 
Swedish screen star, is pictured on 
her arrival at San Diego, Cal. The 
film queen is changed considerably 
since she left hers for her native 
Sweden nearly a year ago. She is 
no longer elusive, but smiled pleas- 
antly, chatted with reporters and 
posted for photographers. 
BOWLING MATCHES 
MAY BE FORFEITED 
The committee in .charge of 
the howling tournament wish 
to announce that all matches 
scheduled must be played off 
by the end of the week or they 
will   b*  considered   forfeited. 
f ' "" "^ 
FLANDERS 
I Court St., Auburn 
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3694 
College and Sabattus Streets 
Horse Show Wfll 
Be Benefit For 
Victims Of Fire 
Second   Annual   Affair 
Attracts Riders Of 
Three Stables 
There will be many fine horses in 
the Hors Show at the Fair Grounds 
Saturday afternoon at 1 P. M. There 
are eighteen classes listed and it may 
be necessary to make one or two 
more by splitting some of the present 
listing. 
Some     of     the finest     and     most 
beautiful  five-gaited  horses    will  be 
shown   in   Class  five,  while  Classes 
three    and four, for    three    gait-d 
Saddle  Horses,     will  be well    filled 
with some exceptional mounts. Class 
one,  for  jumpers,  will   be  an  inter- 
esting  class  and  will doubtless  pro- 
vidr  some   thrills  for  the  audience. 
There are two classes for ponies in 
which     several  have    already    been 
entered. Some of the fastest trotters 
and .pac rs tn the State will be shown 
in hand in Class nine, and the combi- 
nation class is always looked forward 
to by horse enthusiasts. In this class 
the  horse  is  ridden at  a walk,  trot, 
and  canter,  and  then     is  unsaddled 
and  harnessed  to a  gig and     driven 
around the ring. This class is judged 
for    conformation    and    gait.    Two 
games  are  listed,  one     of  which  is 
called Musical Chairs, and the other 
is  a   regular   potato  race,   but  both 
are played on horseback. 
The class which will be of great 
interest to everyone will bo the 
teams of three riders from each of 
the three large stables which will be 
represented at the show. This class 
will be judged for horsemanship at 
walk, trot, and canter and for per- 
formance over the jumps. The polo 
pony class will be small, but will 
show some very handy mounts from 
several stables. 
This is the second annual show to 
be put on by the Lewiston-Auburn 
Horse Show Association, and the 
:?.. ociation has voted to run the show 
for the benefit of the New Auburn 
fire sufferers. The Admission will be 
forty cent*. 
Warned Fast May Kill Him Outdoor Concert « 
By Band Draws 
Large Audience 
Program   Of   Marches 
And Semi-Classical 
Music Given 
Pulitzer Winner 
Here is one of the most recent pictures of1*!^ SSStJZSft 
political leader, as he appeared at prayer ^SI^oSS*Continued 
Yeroda Jail. Despite his release by BF^SXT-Ch- 
his self-imposed fast as a protest against tht-^atmem MUI^ &tcrw;_ 
a'ukw." His doctors fear for his life, but Landni renew*- «« - 
nation to starve for three weeks. 
Judkins Laundry 
GEO. W. TT'FTS. Mgr. 
TELEPHONE 29-W. 
For information, rates, etc.. see 
our   Student    Representative, 
Milton I.in lliolm — Room 25, 
Parker Hall. 
"PERSONAL SERVICE 
DOBS IT" 
19:3-195 Middle Street 
Lewiston 
Rear of Post Office 
PARTY MONDAY FOR 
WOMEN'S POL. CLUB 
The old and new m mbers of the 
Women's Politics Club will hold their 
first meeting together at a cabin 
parly Monday evening at Thoriums. 
The party is given art part ot the 
initiation process by the new mem- 
bers of tlM club, who are Betty Foe- 
dick '35. Frances Hayden '35, Made- 
line Beano '34, Patricia Abbott '34, 
Florence Merry '33. Barbara Lord 
•34. Mary Fuller '34, and Frances 
Brackett  '33. 
Supper will be served at Thorn- 
crag, aft r which there will be a 
business meeting. 
Prof, and Mr.?. Gould will chape- 
rone. 
'- se=«©<SBs><*«^!^"-'S 
MERRILL & WEBBER 
COMPANY 
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS 
LB-99 Main St.,       AUBURN, ME 
DEWIH 
BEAUTY 
SHOP 
Announces that 
you     will    find 
the right 
answer in a 
FKEDEEICE - BON AT 
Permanent Wave 
$6 up to $10 
Finger Waves ^ 
TELEPHONE 3G44 
THE   BLUE   LINE 
Lcwiston—Rumford—Farnilngton 
I.v.   J.ew-.ston— ^ M      l24fi   pM_   ta5   p.M. 
Lv.   liumfor.1— ^   |M5   p M      4 ir>   1VM. 
I.v. "•'•'rmi,lf!l"''7.M..   12.30  P.M..   4.10  P.M. 
(Daylight Saving Time) 
FLANNEL SUITS 
LINEN  SUITS 
SLACKS 
TERRY COATS 
STRAW HATS 
Sennits   and   Panamas 
TUXEDOS 
For Sale and to R«Bf 
CRONIN^ROOT 
Sell Good Clothes 
140 LISBON STREET 
F. %.. R""' J- F- «•*•* 
I Betty Co-Ed   | 
£   Goes Shopping g 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Bates'  first  outdoor  band  corcert 
was given last Thursday evening on i 
the steps ot Hathom  Hall, before a 
large     appreciative     gathering      of 
students and citizens of Lewiston.      , 
Under   the   able      leadership      of 
Fred  Donald,  the  band  gave a well 
rounded   program   oX   marches   and I 
semi-classical     music.     The   Garnet 
Trumpeters,     Fred   Donald,     Jamej 
Oliver,   Charles   Povey  and     Arthur 
Axclrod, contributed several  fine se- 
lections to  the  program. 
The exceptionally fine reception 
of the concert substantiates the 
Student's belief that here should be 
more music on campus, and indic- 
ates that the student body wouid 
w.lcome more frequent appearances 
of such a  fine band. 
Charles Povey, conductor for next 
year .led the band in the Alma Ma- 
ter,  which  closed  the concert. 
The program was as follows: 
Star Spangled Banner; Our Di- 
rector; Connecticut March; Over- 
ture to the Sky Pilot; March Down 
Main Street; Here they Come; 
Quartet—Into the Dawning; Nea- 
politan Nights; The Thunderer; 
Welcome to Bangor; Overture to 
Kin?; Rose; Washington Post March; 
Alina  Mater. 
Among the winner* honored in this 
year's Pulitzer Prize list \i Max- 
well Anderson (above), who was 
given the Pulitzer award for his 
play "Both Your Houses." The 
awards were made by the trustees 
of Columbia University on the rec- 
ommendation of the Advisory Board 
of the School of Journalism. 
PERSONALS 
Priscilla Heath and Georgia Mc- 
Kenney were week-end guests at 
MUM McKenney's home in Bar Mills. 
Helen Goodwin was the guest of 
Lucleune  Blanchard  in  Madison. 
Ruth Wight was at the home of 
her aunt in Brunswick. 
By   SKIP  SK1I.I.INS 
WEEK-END VISITORS 
Among those who spent the week- 
end at their homes were: Mary York, 
Constance Murray, Maxine Hopkin- 
son. Sally Hughes, Virginia Marston, 
Ruth Carter. Miriam Wheeler, Mar- 
tha Chick, iRuth Rounds. Kathle n 
Torsey. Anna Saundere, and Ella 
Philpot. 
SERVALL 
LUNCH 
iTmmMiiiiiimiHiiiiiiiiiminiiniiiiiimti 
;  GIRLS! 
1    VISIT CORTELL'S    | 
1    HEADQUARTERS 
FOR | 
|    EVENING GOWNS    | 
I   STREET DRESSES   | 
Z AND | 
SPORTS WEAR       | 
KENTUCKY 
BURLEY TOBACCO 
'•Direct  Ii-oni (irower To You" 
Old Kentucky Hurley Tobacco is 
the cream of the finest crops Ken- 
tucky's bountiful soil can produce 
—ripe rich leaves, smoothe and 
mellow, with that rare old-fashioned 
flavor and fragrance that only 
proper "aging" can produce. We 
bank on it you have never tasted or 
smoked a finer flavored, more sa- 
tisfying  tobacco  in  all  your  life. 
Special Offer ! 
FIVE POUNDS 
SMOKING 
TOBACCO 
$1 
44 Bates St. Geo. E. Schmidt 
CHOOSE YOUR 
Riding Habits 
—AT— 
MURPHY'S 
for the 
Horse Show 
JODHPURS  AND  WRBBCHES 
$2-95 Up 
OARBADIXE  SUITS 
$525 Up 
VESTS— .     . Garbadine and Suede 
$1.98 Up 
SHIRTS  AND  SWEATERS 
^ 98c up 
T. J. Murphy 
Fur Co» 
EST. I.'TS pwTSTON, MAINE. 
29 ASH STREET, L      ' 
MEN! 
A NEW DEAL ! 
SUITS 
SHOES 
HAT 
and 
TIE 
$22.50 
CortelTs 
-      Charge Account Service      I 
|    10!>-H   LISBON   STREET   | 
lit...miimiimiiim"iiiiii'"»'!!!l!^'1!!' 
Kich,  Kino.  °'<1  Fashioned  Leaf 
Our Old Kentucky Burley is DO 
more like manufactured tobacco 
than day is like night—guaranteed 
free from chemicals and all other 
adulterations that conceal imper- 
fectiots, delude the sense of taste 
and  undermine the health. 
We use the same method our 
grandfathers used in preparing to- 
bacco for their own use—every 
trace of harshness leaves it—noth- 
ing to "bite" your tongue or parch 
your taste. Thousands of tobacco 
lovers the world over swear by its 
inimitable smoking and chewing 
qualities. 
REDUCE YOUR TOBACCO 
BILL Vi 
We sell direct from the grower, this 
eliminates the eighteen cents a 
pound Revenue Tax—all manufac- 
turers' and middlemen s profit, 
thereby effecting a saving to you of 
50% or more. No fancy packages, 
no decorations, just quality and lots 
of it. 
MONEY SAVING PRICE 
SMOKING or CHEWING 
5  lbs.  for $1.00 
Send  us  One  Dollar  Cash  P.   O.   or 
Express   Money  Order   (no   Personal 
checks)   and we will promp  rBhip 
you a five pound package of    Burley 
^fpounds of Old Kentucky 
Burley will make 40 large packages 
of smoking or 50 twists of chewing. 
M f* fy      send 35 cents in silver 
< *"* I        an4 we will ship l'o.nt- 
%\%J^> Paid — one pound of 
Burley Tobacco as a trial offer. A 
trial  will convince you. 
We have thousands of requests 
dailv for "Samples"—our margin 
of profit is so small we cannot com- 
niv with these requests. P
 We do not ship C. O. D. orders, 
to do so would require a large staff 
of  clerks.   Orders  must  be  in   Eng- 
Lewiston Monumental 
Works 
AUTISTIC MEMORIALS 
JAMES  P. MDEPHY CO., INC. 
6 to 10 Bate. Street, !""»* Telephone 4634-B 
lish language. 
INDEPENDENT   TOBACCO 
GROWERS   ASSOCIATION 
iMcClure Bldg.       Frar.kfort, Ky. 
Time is fleeting, so gather ye rose- 
buds    Commencement gifts are| 
cropping up. or should I say the hojie 
for some is breaking forth? After I 
all this gorgeous wealh r. you should I 
feel all pepped up and fit as a fiddle 
and ready for a long tour with the 
shop hound this afternoon. With a 
lie y nonny nonny—oh well, some 
things can't be stopped. 
Before I  forget,  Tin' Fireside     i* 
open  again.  Did  you  ever    eat food 
that reminded you of home so much 
as  here? Remember    those    Sunday 
night suppers, candle light, fire-place. 
and   the  gang?     Nice,   n'est-ce   pas? 
Try it once more before school closes. 
The node of the week are few and 
far betw en.  The best bet for Com- 
mencement gifts is in  either     Urn- 
stone or TUI-RI-OII'S. The former have 
some  of the  hugest  bracelets.  They 
are th"se galley    slave affairs,    and | 
have your initial cut in them. One of j 
those   pendant  and   ring  sets  would, 
make a charming gift, and  they are 
not frightfully expensive.    And you, 
Shall  1  say  lucky     co-eds    who  are| 
planning to be married after gradua- 
tion,    .should      not leave   iLewiston 
without looking at the lovely silver- 
ware  that     is showing    in  both    of 
these     really     up-to-date     jewelry 
stores. 
Cortoll's IS showing their usual 
line of new and delightful evening 
gowns. They also have smartly 
tailored street dresses and sport 
wear. A short year ago, to say to a 
lady, "you look like a clothes 
hangar," would have been very poor 
taste. Now it is a compliment of the 
highest order. Remember this, girls, 
when buying those clothes for Ivy, 
Commencement, and House Parties, 
the girl of 1933 has wide, beautiful, 
Amazonian shoulders, slim attenua- 
ted hips, and a look of strength and 
health. 
Also, you tds, Cortell's has a good 
looking  line of your furnishings. 
Just about this time of the year, 
the most superficial glance in the 
mirror is apt to be discouraging. 
Why not take an afternoon off, and 
visit the DeWM Beauty Parlor, and 
let them erase the signs of strain and 
hurry, late hours (???.), excitement, 
and studying. Keep' that good old 
English complexion, I don't know 
what for, but try and keep it. 
Read an article the other day 
about an unique hat shop. You co- 
ed grads, lend an ear, in fact be all 
ears (do I hear any comments?) This 
store is called Jay-Thorpe's Hat Bar. 
Why Al. and you didn't tell us? Put 
your foot on the rail and order a 
new chapeau from the hat bartender- 
ess. 
For the annual Horse Show, visit 
T. J. Murphy*. If participating or 
just nonchalantly watching. Mur- 
phys can satisfy you. And whiU' 
you're in this fascinating store, ask 
to see the furs. They are showing 
some beautiful styles, and they are 
really quite reasonable. Speaking of 
Horse Show, have, you heard A. P. 
Smith's definition of a gentleman 
rider? To his way of thinking, a 
gentleman rider is a rider who al- 
ways tips his hat to a mare, who 
never fails to rise when an elderly 
stallion, enters the room, who is 
kind to fillies in distress, and who 
never, under any circumstances, uses 
the wrong stirrup! 
Plunder's, Cronin and Root, Ri- 
chard Clothes, and Cobb Morris are 
still showing the latest in summer 
wear for men. You men who think 
you have- to dress in the same old 
way, look around with the shop 
hound and find something new. 
These new flannels, tuxedos, terry! 
coats, and slacks will put you all in 
a dither, and by the way, may I help 
you into your dither? 
Now for the last stop of the day. 
In the College Pharmacy, or as most 
of us call it. Jordan'!*, for a drink, 
or salad, or sandwich, and most of 
all a pleasant talk with Rena. Don't 
you like her? You must, everyone 
does. 
Must leave you to go swimming. 
Have you seen the new bathing suits? 
Neither have I yet. Let's go together 
next week. 'Bye. 
:o:-  
Nor should the Glass bill be con- 
fused with beer legislation.—Low?ll| 
Leader. 
A REMARKABLE VALUE IN THE 
COLLEGE MAN'S FAVORITE 
SHIRT. 
(8J96 WHITE ANI> BLUE 
OXFORD SHIRTS 
$| 50 
3 for $4.00 
No other shirt has ever attained the |>opularity with college 
men that, oxford enjoys. This value wo are offering is 
unusual — not only because you can buy a good shirt at a 
very low price — but because very seldom are oxford shirts 
reduced.    Plain and Button-down collars. 
BOW TIES ARE BACK 
* 
One college shop in New Haven sold 25 dozen Bow Ties in 
one day—just au example of the way—Bow Ties are coming 
back at Eastern (Schools. 
FOULARD BOW TIKS 
50c and  75c 
fr 
!» 
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TWO BATES MEN TO ENTER IC4A'S 
Carrigan's Baseball Club Plays Last Series Qame Friday At Brunswig 
I Chic Roller Outfit 
5PDRT5 
tDPIFE 
Adams to Run in 
Quarter, Jellison 
In Two Mile Run 
Bates will  srnd  her two New 
Knglund        champions, Arnie 
Adams and KILNS Jellison, as her 
soli' repi-esentatives at the 
1C4A Track and Field Meet, at 
Harvard Stadium. Friday ami 
Saturday. 
Fast   Field   In 440 
Adams   faces   a   fast   field   in   the 
440   but   his  chances  are   good.   Fu- 
ll ua   of   Indiana,     Warner     of   Yal 
New Feathers Make Red Birds 
by  Xate   Milbury 
While we doubt that it was much 
of a success as a charity affair, the 
baseball game of last Saturday sup- 
plied the fans with four anil a quart- 
er hours of nip and tuck baseball. 
Three of the overtime innings were 
played without a score beJag regist- 
ered  for either     side     while   firteen    „ — 
Innings of hull holds the record of Jones and Healey of Penn, and Ab- 
iding the longest gnu played by a lowitch of Southern California are 
Kates team in recent  years. evei.  more that serious threats. Ara 
did  48.4  at the  Penn  relays  with  a 
The first and last ball pitched end- flying start. When ho retained bis 
©d in a home run... Millet got a title liis time was 19.4 and in the, 
three bagger and three singles out New Englands he was clocked in 49 l 
of six time,; at bat. . .Pity the limp-. Hat. There are perhaps a half-dozen | 
ires! Th y gave their service.* free. . . ! men in the country capable of such , 
Along with a winning homer. Chick limes, but in competition Adams' 
Toomey is also credited with an un- Should  do   much  better,   as  he  is  a 
competitor  in  every     sense     of  the assisted double play which wan a 
dandy... Darling held up well for 
the fifteen Innings... Berry and 
Swett both produced singles when 
th y were needed badly. 
Itowdoin and Colby tennis players 
have voiced their disapproval of the 
scoring system now used in the state 
tennis toi rnament. They feel that 
the team with a couple of stars and 
not all-round playing Strength no 
is the one to take the title. They 
advocate that a scoring; system such 
us Is used In a track meet lie adopt- 
ed. 
With Colby Bare of the state bane- 
ball honors the local coach K are 
evidently giving talent a chance to} 
air which they think will ho promis-, 
lug for another year. Gallagher. Cal-! 
lahan, Scolnik, and Curtin of the I 
freshmen have seen service in the: 
last two games in place of some of I 
the more experienced players. 
claim  that, either fo.by should   man of the affair, an Interesting and™   Bo     Swett  a    sceo d    w. oTe- 
a  winning    track    team on  the   varied   pro,,,,,,,   ha,  been   planned.    ,%% toflm tor a KjfPS° 
, or that sport should no longer «?«*« •"■"     .*  o«M«       Bates' first run came in the initial 
With the IC4A games will end 
the college tiitck careers of two of 
Bates greatest runners. Am Adams 
came to college IUIM'WNI the lines! 
school-lmy quarter mil r Worcester 
has ever seen. Kuss Jellison, we are 
told, tin IK-CI to track at Northeastern 
where he took his freshman work. 
One day he just liap]H'ncd to run 
with the squad and when the coach 
saw him lead several of his Itcttcr 
men to the tape, ltuss was given a 
suit anil put to work. 
While no official announcement 
has y.t been made, it is rumored that 
men who formerly played the line 
will be shifted next fall to backfield 
positions. While little publicity has 
been given to them, informal spring 
football practice is being held ^ach 
day with  Buck Spinks in charge. 
Pete Mills, Colby Echo editor, 
made his reply the other day to the 
charges of the Waterville Sentinel | 
who 
put 
field 
bo given major recognition. It's just 
the old ■Cory of the coach taking it 
in the neck when it is Impossible to 
grind out victories. 
Among recent campus visitor.! 
were Dan Hickey, former trainer of 
the football team and one of the best 
goalies' to enter this institution. . . . 
The B. U. News recently demanded 
that football be dropped at that 
school... Edward J. ON i!. .-ports 
writer, who recently received honor- 
able mention from the Pulitzer 
committee is a Bowdoin grad. . . 
Among the twi-light leaguers we 
find that the sophs need but one 
more game to cede them the title 
which they also won last year. Nich- 
olson is the Babe Bulb of the fresh- 
man and thought nothing, in ih»- 
game with the third year men one 
evening hu*t week, or knocking two 
lioiiiers, one ufter the other out by 
the football score board. 
Adams will be running this week 
end against Fuqua of Indiana, a 
team 'number of the 1600 meters 
Olympic relay... Merrill leads the 
Bates squad with seven hits in series 
baseball competition... Swett is 
next with six. . . Toomey. Berry and 
Dean are tied with five each.. . 
word. A fine example of that was 
his race ir the Milroso games when 
he ran his arch-rival, McCafferty, 
into  the  ground. 
Trains Twice Daily 
Jellison   is   making   a   magnificent 
attempt  to   get   back     ii.to   his  best 
condition  for the  two  miles and  his 
performance  at     the  New  Englands | 
gave  every  Indication     that  he  was ! 
'^ getting into form     rapidly.     He has 
beer   working  out  in   the   mornings. '' 
since  the state meet, doing distance | 
work   and  then   running     again     in 
the   afternoon.   MoCluskey   of   Ford- 
ham. Ryan of Manhattan, and Foote 
of  Harvard  are  the     favorites     but 
Jellison  stands   a  good     chance     of 
placing. 
The meet is being held once again 
at Harvard after a lapse of two 
years. Fifty-five colleges will be re- 
presented by some 350 athletes in 
the 15 events. The best of the col- 
legiate performers from coast to 
coast will be seen in action and the 
times and distances -ought to com- 
pare favorably with Olympic rec- 
ords. 
— '■ :n:  
Pictured in their new uniforms for the first time, these three fovrmer 
Cincinnati Reels are shown as they entered the line-up of the St. Louis 
Cardinals against the New York Giants at New York.    Left to right, 
' ?r. shortstop and principal 
den. 
they are, Dutch Henry, pitcher; Leo Durocher. s rtst i 
figure in the inter-team traiie. and Jack Og e 
TGOMEY'S TRIPLE DEFEATS 
BOWDOIN IN 15 INNING GAME ill 
Darling Probable 
Pitcher Against 
Polar Bear Nine 
_ 
Friday afternoon at Brunswick, 
Bates again meets the Bowdoin 
baseball nine for the last siries 
game of the season. Although 
Bales Is definitely out of the 
ruiii-ing. after the exhibition of 
last Saturday, the game Friday 
should be inten sting. 
Darling will probably take the 
mound agair,.U the Polar Bear while 
White will be behind the plate. 
W Iker may hnr! for Bowdoin while 
Hildretb will probably do the catch- 
ing. 
With  the chances     for  th-1     state 
| title definitely out of view the coach- 
l es have been substituting Gallagher 
and  Scolnik  in  the  field  in  place  of 
Merrill and Dean. While these fresh- 
men     played  a  fair     fielding     game 
Saturday,  the  hitting  ability  of  the 
two    more    seasoned    players    waa 
missed greatly at times. Millet, a fine 
all  round ball  player, if he does not 
. take    tii.'    mound will    undoubtedly 
; care  for center field, as he is also a 
very  dependable  hitter. 
It appears that this game will 
d' relop into a pitching duel between 
Darling and Walker and will be a 
. question of whether the Bates quintet 
i of Swett. Toomey. Berry. Sherman, 
I and Millet can outhit the Bowdoin 
quartet of B nnett. llempbell, Hil- 
and  Walker. 
Bobcat  Nine  Wins  Over  Polar  Bears  9-8 
4   Hour   Tilt—Bob   Darling,   Garnet 
Twirler, Has Edge Over Walker 
In 
S 
P 
Chick Toomey's mighty clout to 
deep right field in the fifteenth scor- 
ed Hank LaVallee, running for 
Swett, to defeat Bowdoin, 9-S in a 
State Series battle, last Saturday. 
The game, interruped by a shower, 
lasted over four hours .and went 15 
innings. Five times the Polar Bear 
snatched the lead and live times a 
fighting Garnet nine, came from 
behind to tie things up again. Bow- 
doins' defeat, coupled with Colby'e 
win over Maine, gives Colby the 
state championship. 
Toomey In Double Play 
Both   pitchers   went   the   full   dis- 
tance.   Darling   had     a  slight     edge 
'over Doug Walker.  Bowdoin twirler. 
In  the  tenth.  Hempel   singled,  took 
by Dorothy .1. Himball '85 
Play Day 
This week will see the finish of 
the spring season in athletics. At 
3:30   o'clock   on   Friday.   May   26th.    . 
the  last  classes  in   Physical  Educat- <*avk   for  the  Garnet 
ion will be held in the form of the Darll»K *'">""'* s,fns of ™bb <ng, 
annual  Pbu [tow   Under the direct- a,ld two men    °"  bases'    Call:lna"' 
STS   S& &2»  t^^L-'--1-1--nrn()athS,,ont^ 
STATE SERIES 
THK BIG SIX 
(Up To Saturday,  May  20) 
GATES 
jvvett 2b. 
Toorcey 3b. 
Millelt cf. 
Berry lb. 
GJallagher rf. 
Sherman ss. 
teoinik If. 
White c. 
Darlirg p. 
BOWDOIN 
2b. Bennett 
rf. Burdell 
cf. Stone 
lb. McLeod 
ss. Kent 
3b. Hocmpel 
If. Shaw 
c. Hildreth 
p. Walker 
Talbo:.  Maine 
Waltcn. MiLie 
Bennett,  Bow. 
Bcffiy,   Bate ; 
R.  Peabody,  Colby 
Gvcer.   Colby 
AB R 
■1-2 E 
26 8 
27 8 
■M 1 
V8 8 
29 10 
Bit 
12 
12 
11 
s 
10 
10 
AVG. 
..'. I.r> 
.480 
.408 
.3VI> 
.S59 
.345 
STANDING OF THK CLUBS 
WON     LOST 
Colby 6 2 
Varsity UUD 10 
Hold Initiation 
Maine 
Bowdoin 
Bates 
PC. 
.750 
.500 
.500 
.250 
-morrow 
Games Scheiluled for Next Week 
.Monday.   lt;.n-"  ;it    M;I:II.' 
i r:.i:,>,  Bfttffl tn  Bowdoin 
The annual spring initiation of 
the Varsity Club will be held to- 
morrow night in the Alumni Gymna- 
sium, All men who have been grant- 
o 
In  the  12th  frame,  things  looked 
cause.     With PROFESSOR, STUDENT, 
SPEAKERS AT BATH ™, 
The  big Garnet  and  Black  soccer  . 
games  will ,be  played   off  on   Play lnllinK-  whftn   Rob  Swett 
Day 
will 
and   between   the  halves   there 
fifteen 
wallop 3d 
Walker's   first  delivery   to   left   field 
for  a   circuit.   Shaw.   Bowdoin     left 
to  make 
IJaymond  and  Brad  Hill. 
The men  who have, won their let- 
terg in hockey and  winter track and 
who will be    accorded    the    usual 
in re.-eption are:  Carl Heldinan, 
eorge   Meridall,       Burton    Dunfield. 
i Harry  Keller.   Donald  Mallov.   Frank 
Professor Lena Walmsley war- the ;pendleton. Steve Semetatiskis, Nath- 
speaker of the evening on May 16 at an Millbury. Edward Winston and 
a meeting of the s nior girls of Bath   Bernard   Sheridan. 
High  School,  given by  the  members!     At  a  special   chapel   assembly   to- 
of the  Rotary Club there.  Her sab-   morrow'   morning    varsity sweaters 
ject  was  •Physical   Education."  Lu- End certificates     will  be    presented. 
..."  „ii   ' cile Jaek '3:! who went witn nPr a,l,°  The     freshmen     numerals     won   in 
8 wae 3-1 with the following goal.*: 
Blacks. Cutts-1. iLePage-1, «eid-l; 
Garnet. Grover-1. The second was 
won   by the score  of  4-2  with   Mim 
the plate by Swell's throw from cen- 
ter field. After this the game was 
nip aid tuck .settling down into a 
pitchers'  duel   between   Darling   and 
Heaved to a New Record 
First Pentathlon 
Contest at Bates 
This Afternoon 
Events To Be Running, 
Jumping,  Hurdles, 
And Javelin 
Wheeler   making   two  goals  for   the Walker.   Bill   Millet.   Garnet     center 
Garnets and Midge Ileid making four | fielder, was the outstanding man on 
for  the     Blacks.     The     Garnet and: the field.  Bill  made  4  hits out of  6 
Blacks have each won a game in the! tries.    On;  of these was a  nice tri- 
Sophomore-Freshmen     games.     The' p]e   All of Bill's hits came in crucial 
score of the first one was Garnets-5 ' 
and   Blacks-3,     and     the  following 
made     goals:     Blacks.     Hulbert-3; 
Garnets,     Frye-2.     Murray-1:      and 
Kimball-2.   Th •  Blacks   won   the   last 
game  on   May   16   by   the  score   of 
4-0.   The  following  Blacks   made a 
goal each: Hulbert. McCarthy. Dean 
and Moyes.  , 
Silver lx>vinf; Cup 
After the games, refreshment of 
punch a"d cookies will be s rved and 
the awards will be made by Verna 
Brackett. President of W. A. A. The 
highest award that can be made is 
the Silver Loving Cup, three of which,, , 
are giv n to Senior women who have Pale Blue leam bCOl'eS 
shown sportsmanship, athletic abil- 
ity, leadership, scholarship average 
of 80. and a generally good attitude. 
Tennis Tournament 
The time is drawing near when 
the school  tennis champion  will   be 
moments. Ken White played a nice 
game behind the bat. Ken put a lot 
of pep into the club and saved Dar- 
ling  from  several  holes. 
U of M Ball Club 
Defeats Garnet 
19-6 At Orono 
Coach Ray Thompson is going to 
give his charges an opportunity to 
prove their individual skill on the 
track and in the field. He is plan- 
ning to stage a Pentathlon meet 
today open  to everyone. 
The Pentathlon consists of the 
following five events: broad jump. 
javelin throw, 100 yard dash, 120 
yard hurdles, and 800 meter run. 
Every competitor must compete in 
each event, and the one scoring the 
most points will be the Pentathlon 
Champion.  Indications    point    to a 
13 Runs In First 
3 Innings 
The University of Maine team ad- 
dist-ovi red. May 25th is the date of ministered a 19-6 defeat to Bates, 
the finals in the tournament. The,last Monday afternoon, to assure the 
Senior and Freshmen classes seem to local club of the lower berth in the 
posses the potential winner as there final league standing. Hoyt pitched 
are now Hire? Seniors and three the whole game for Maine while 
Freshmen in the running. These arei LaVallee and Millett shared the 
Ronny Melcher. Deb Thompson. Dot I pitching for the Garnet team. 
Staples. Dot Wheeler. Carol Blake j Maine opened the game with an 
and Virginia Marston. The announce-j old fashioned slugging picnic to 
me-nt of the results of the final match score eight mem in the first inning! 
will  be  announced  on  Play  Day. and  then  went  into  the -second  and ; 
Junior Sliur Ball third to register five more counters.! 
Of the four Junior teams that have1 Millett was brought in from the 
been playing slug-ball for their mi-'field in the second inning and had I 
nor activity, the one headed by to do his best to hold the rejuvia- j 
Georgette LePage has made the best ated Maine sluggers to thirteen hits 
showing. In a tournament that was for the remaining seven- innings, j 
pla.yed, the following percentages Hoyt allowed eight hits in the local! 
were made: j boys.   Four   of   these  were   bunched j 
Team  1—Captain,  Verna  Gedds:   to  give  Bates  four  counters  in  the; 
66%;   team   2:   Captain,   Georgette fourth   inning      and   single     tallies 
LePage.  100%:    team  3:     Captain, j were made  in  the fourth  and sixth.1 
Mim  Wheeler,  00%;   team  4:   Capt-!     Halgreen   ,the   Orono   short   stop, I 
Bin, Betty Wilson. 33%. jtook the  honors     of  the     afternoon I 
with five safe hits in as many times ; 
Prof. F. Brooks Quimby has been to the plate. He also made a perfect 
heated battle for first honors be- engaged as Memorial Day speaker in record with five unmissed chances in j 
tween Herbert Jensen '33 and Harry North Turner. May 30. Prof. Quimby, the field. Millett was the leading; 
Keller '36. I whose     home  is  in     North  Turner, Bates   batter   and   he     made   three. 
This is the first official Pentath- delivered the Memorial Day address hits,  which included a two  bagger, j 
Ion to make its appearance at Bafes. [!ai5t year also. \ jn five chances at the bat. | 
Jack Torranee, powerfully built track star of the Louisiana State Uni- 
versity, is shown in action here with the lG-pcund siiot, juggline which 
he recently broke the world's record. Torranee heaved the iron sphere 
• distance of 62 feet, 8% inches. The previous mark, held bv Bdia« 
of Poland, was 52 feet, 7V4 inches. ¥ uelJasz- 
Stream-lined skates now vie with limousines for the attention of society 
folks Here is Elizabeth Kip, well-known member of New York', 
younger set, comfortably dressed in navy blue pique shirt and whit. 
*    ^ pique shorts, all set for a session on the wheeled shoes. 
ARN ADAMS, RUSS JELLISON 
WIN FIRSTS AT NEW ENGLANDS 
Adams Retains N. E. Title With 49 Sec. Quarter 
—Jellison  Does 2 Mile Run  In 9:52- 
Kramer Third In High Jump 
TWILIGHT BASEBALL 
LEAGUE BATTING LEADERS: 
(Up To  Saturday,  May 20) 
Fireman.   Seniors 
Soba,  Juniors 
I Gorh&m,  Seniors 
Nicholson.   Frosh 
Weilman,   Frosh 
Gordon,  Juniors 
G 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
AB 
5 
10 
6 
10 
5 
8 
BH 
8 
5 
3 
4 
2 
s 
AV3. 
.600 
.500 
.500 
.400 
.400 
.375 
STANDING OF THK CLUBS 
WON LOST PC. 
Sophomores 3 1 .750 
Juniors 2 2 .500 
Seniors 2 2 .600 
Freshmen 1 2 .333 
Rallies or Ijast  Week 
Wednesday :    Proaa  10. Sophomores 3 
Thursday :     Seniors  12. Juniors 4 
Fridjiy :     Juniors   18,   Krnsh   10 
Games SCIIIMIIIIIMI  for  Next Week: 
Mtiiidiiy :   May  -_"J,   Sn|th<iin.ir.'s   vs.   Seniors 
Tnt'sduy :      Freshmen   vs.  Seniors 
TonitctiT :     BophomorM vs. Juniors 
Thursday :     Sophomores and  Seniors  vs. 
Juniors  nnd   Frosh 
Friday :     Sophomores   and    Seniors   vs. 
Juniors and  Frosh 
Sophs Keep Twi 
League Crown In 
Win Over Seniors 
Freshmen Only Team To 
Take Over League 
Champions 
The sophomores retained their 
twilight baseball" crown with a 17-5 
victory over the Seniors last Monday 
mght. It is through the heads up 
playing of Pricher, Aldrich, Gay 
Dixie .and Puller that the Sopho- 
mores have been able to retain the 
pennant. 
The   Sophomores    have   lost   only 
one game so far, a game lost to the 
Freshmen for the latter's only vic- 
tory.  They were handed  a real  sur- 
prise by the Freshmen  partly due to 
Atherton's  fine work on the mound 
His   excellent   pitching     was  backed 
up by good stick handling as he go' ! 
a.  homer and  two  safe  hits     out  or 
three times at bat.  In  a later game 
Pucholson got two hom6 runs out of 
lour times at bat. 
The Seniors have been going 
fairly well behind the pitching of 
John Lary. His good work was un- 
able to stop the heavy hitting 
bophomores last Monday night 
when the latter turned 20 hits into 
17 runs. Gorham leads the Senior 
batting average with a five hundred 
average, while Arn Adams seemed 
assured of the league booby prize 
for  his  hitting. 
COLBfHOlSllAiri 
9th INNING RALLY 
ruT,,6XiCiti,n,R  rasny     and   "or*     six 
uns in the ninth  inning    and left 
two  men  on     the sacks      the  Colbv 
squad  eked  out  a  13-12  win X| 
fOr?rnn*y WfS °n the 'mound for the Orono team, while W   Pea- 
fc,™4 ^hit"ig sh««i the'pitch-! 
earl^nj?or? 'or «»e Mules.  Colbv was 
the nin^'i11 th rteen talli<« "P "U 
tk%J? -*h l theiF adva"tage soon 
raU^r.?way!under the last minute 
n!ng~s        MaiDe-     The  8COre     "y H 
Colbv' 0 0"004200 6-12 Colby 3   0  6  0  0  0   4  0   0  x—13 
inei>43 are the days when manv a   »- -%»*«*« o luaumiy  iu "»- 
lawn which looked pretty good last        Ce 0f atm°sphere on the moon'1 
Fall is obviously in need of a con    quite sufficient evidence that   it* 
servator Cleveland Plain Deali      I J\?'  made of Sre6n cheese or any0' 
™     j the ripe kinds.—(Little Rock Ga«"" 
Bates picked up 11% points at tfe 
New  England     Intercollegiate Trail I 
and  Field     Meet  last    Sar.irday ti 
finish   in  seventh     place,  ahead  o! | 
Rhod:     Island.     Springfield,   Mats. 
Tech.. Amher.it, Northeastern, Colb/1 
and Worcester Tech. 
KUILS 2 Miles iu 0:88 
Rues   Jellison   ran   a   fir.e race in I 
the two mile to win from Kentiey o! | 
Holy Cross in 9:52. He ran his fire! 
mile  in   4:47   3-5,  holding th^ lead 
at that point with    Bloo.l    of Nef 
Hampshire.  Lang of Boston Collep, 
the favorite, and Kenney    just Jf- 
hind. Then the Bates veteran qoel 
up on  thi" next     half, picking  «}» 
lead of 20 yards. Kenney 
only one able to challenge him ul 
the Holy Crot« star .pulled up on tin 
next  quarter to  run even with JelU- 
i-on at the beginning of the 
As the     pair swung     onto  the  1«1 
stretch  Kenney  pulled  ahead. For! 
moment  it  looked  like  Jellison «' 
through, but he worked a Are spurt 
which carried him well out in front 
to win. T-ans was third and Packard 
oT   Bowdoin  fourth. 
M'ins in 49 Flat 
Am Adams outclassed the field ot 
quarter miler.s to breeze in ao easy 
winner in 49 flat. Arn led from start 
to tape and was not challenged any 
of the way. 
Bob Kramer cleared 6 feet in tltf 
high jump to tie for third with Por- 
ter of Bowdoin, co-holder of the 
state-title. Kramer has l> obowW 
constant  improvement. 
Boston College won team honors 
for the second year in succession 
with a total of 29% points, iiowdoil 
was second with 20% points. HtS 
Cross third with 17 and Maine.sW 
champions, fourth with 15V4- Bay 
McLaughlin. Bowdoin captain. '^ 
high point man with first in b<M 
hurdles. Johnny Allen, his t animate, 
took a second and a fourth I" tBe 
high (hurdles.) and low hurdles 
respectively. Adams of Bowdoio 
placed second in the high jump M& 
fourth in the broad jump. Webb «• 
Maine tied for first in the pole vau'.'. 
at 12 feet 3% inches with BuonanW 
of Brown, while his teammate* 
managed to place in six other events. 
Stinchfield was Colbv's lone scorer. 
He threw the javelin 170 ft. * 
inch to place .second. 
McManus of B. C. was second i° 
the. 100 and won the 220. Jordan. 
also of B. C won the 8S0 in a fin* 
race in 1:55 1-5. Darling of N'e* 
Hampshire was second in th.' hall- 
after winning the mile in 4:22 l-»- 
Couhig was another Boston College 
mainstay with a first in the discus 
and third in the shot put. 
MARQUETTEHONORS 
OLYMPIC SPRINTS 
Once again it has been proven ;hat 
varsity athletics can ecore in ,n9 
classroom as well as in intercol- 
legiate competition. 
Four outstanding Marquett' stars, 
including Balph ;Metcalfe OlymP1.11 
springtime ace and current A. A. u- 
champion at 60, 100 and 200 nietP* 
have been selected for Alpha SiS«»* 
Nu. official honor key society of th« 
University. 
Named with Metcalfe were CiP'j 
Arthur Krueger of the 1933 tooths" 
team, Ernest Kukla. end in footba"; 
forward in basketball and weigW 
man in track, along with William »* 
Makes,   gridiron quarterback. 
Membership in the Alpha S'*0; 
Mi is based upon service, loyalty a"B 
•scholarship in the university. 
Astronomer's in bilit to find *& 
